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IHII1HODUC'I'ION

':rhe
purpose of the Gospels in our lTew {Testament is,
in each case, to present a picture of the significance of
Jesus Christ.

We have four different Gospels and as a re-

sult we have four somewhat different pictures.
also similarities between them.

There are

The first three Gospels

have been considered to be so similar that they are called
the Synoptic Gospels.

Both the differences and the simi-

larities blend to make the Gospel record as a whole one
which is wholesome, inspirational, and informative.
The reason there are differences between the Gospels
may lie in part in the fact that each author had a different
environment in which he wrote.

It is practically impossible

ever to be oornp
Let.eLy objective when one is writing w.i t h
reference to the past.

The interpretation and coloring by

the author will almost always be certain to influence the
finished product.

'Therefore, even though there is much

similarity and duplication of material in our four Gospels,
each has a different approach to the ministry of Jesus.
l"Ianyimplications can be seen in tbese individual
approaches.

{The challenge of this thought is what ha s brought

me to explore the subject of this thesis.

There seems to be,

among other things, a vivid reflection of church life in the

-1-

-2Gospel According to Matthew.

It is my purp06e to point out

the outstanding characteristics of the Gospel of Matthew and
in so doinS present what appears to me to be a definite portrait of an earl;y church.

As the environment seems to become

clear in what we read, the church takes form andvve can see
many ini.:;eresting
aspects of it.

Sherman Johnson has appraised

natthew in a similar way by saying of the author: lINomatter
how honest he was, no matter how good his sources--and he was
an honest man who had some good sources--he was an evangelist,
not a historian, and he was influenced by his theology and the
needs of his church.III
1'1y
procedure in seek.l
ng early church reflections will
be first to take a broad look at the Gospel of Matthew from
an historical point of view.

With this background the two

conflicting elements of particular and universal tendencies
in the Gospel will be explored.

All this will become the

background out of~vhich a picture of an early church will
be pointed out.
'I'he term 1IlVlatthewll often will be nosed interchangeably

in reference to the author of the Gospel According to Matthew
and to the actual document itself.

The context in each case

w i.L'Lshow to wh i.ch the term is referring.

The word "Go speL if

alone will always represent the document known as the Gospel
.According 'col-1atthew. {rheword "gospel'! will have reference
to the message of Jesuso
lSherman E. Johnson, I1l1'he
Gospel According to St.
IVlatthew,!t
The Interpreter' s Bible, Vol. VII (New York-Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1951.

CHAPTER I
AN HISTORICAL LOOK AT l"JATTHEW
The four accounts in our New Testament which contain a portion of the life and teaching of Jesus are to be
ranked in a class of the most outstanding literature of the
early Christian tradition.

We have in these accounts infor-

mation and impressions which have molded Christian thought.
Each Gospel has its own individual importance as well as
its own characteristics which make it valuable in its own
right.
As early as 160-170 A.D. Tatian produced a work
entitled the "Diatessaron" which was a mosaic of the four
cannonical Gospels ingeniously dovetailed together.

However,

there is evidence that this was not the first attempt to do
such a thing.l But this did not seem to be satisfactory
in the total light of Christian literature.

irhroughout

Christian history there have been various voices proclaiming
the importance of the individual Gospels.
INOTE: Certain secondary products of the oriental
method of book-making by amalgamation had preceeded this.
These composites blended together two or more of our Synoptic
Gospels in various heretical interests. See Benjamin W.
Bacon Studies In _M_~a~t~t~h~ew~
(New York: Henry Holt and Company,
1930),' p. 43.

--
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-4The Gospel
these

four

in order

important

do cument s ,

of the four

throughout

shows

the Gospel

only

who will

an account

we also
early

l"Iatthe'\rJ
has been

there

has been

at some points

case in fact

of Matthew

'I'heGospel
student

While

of the Gospels

the predominant

not the least

Gospel s by the tradition

the years.

the order
been

of I"latthew is certainly

first

of the church
some variation

in

it has

that the vast majority

in the first

in its study.

of the sayings

placed

in history,

position

of rvIatthewhas a great

engage

of

of the

deal to offer

four.
the

For in it we find not

and activities

find

some very

important

clues

church

and early

Christian

thinking

of Jesus,

but

into the nature
within

of the

the church.

AUTHORSHIP
Let us first
been

and probably

author
first

not a part
title

that

there

name

surely

apostolic
cording

was some kind

authorship.

view
This

This was

history

Gospels

is.

has
the

May

a

in order

to

in circulation.

of reasoning

for giving

Gospel.
is that the Gospel
is to say that

to l"'latthew
was written

it

to IVlatthew!lis

itself.

in its early

the other

as to who

really

"According

document

to this particular

'I'hetraditional

to Matthew

the title

to the Gospel

hllimself. There

be speculation

According

it along-side

However,

the author

shall

of the original

given

designate

that

always

of the Gospel
be affirmed

consider

is of

the Gospel

by the Apostle

Ac-

1'1atthewwho

-5was within the i.ntimate circle which surrounded Jesus during
his ministry.

This would give authorship credit to the dis-

ciple sometimes called Levi.

He was originally a tax collector,

according to tradition, who gave up his occupation at the summoning of Jesus to follow him.

The disciple l'1atthevi
seems to

be a most unlikely possibility as a Gospel writer in some
r~spects.

He was originally from a tribe which was identi-

fied with formal Judaism and he was engaged in a profession
which was hated by everyone.

If the apostle l''latthew,did
not

actually write the Gospel, it seems that he m:i:,ght
be the last
person to give credit for it.
Much of the evidence for apostolic authorship rests
on a statement made by Papias, a resident of Hierapolis

in

Phrygia, who made it his business to interview anyone who
passed

t ha t

way from Palestine

and inquire of them for any

memories of sayings of Jesus they m;ght have heard back in
Syria.

He recorded these about the year 140 A.D.

He has

also recorded a statement about the apostle I'1atthewwhich
says: "Matthew composed the Sayings (Logia) in the Aramaic
(Literally, Hebrew) language, and each one translated th(;lm
as he vias able. 112 Scholars have never

kn own

of such a work

by the apostle 1'1atthew specifically calle d: "The Sayings.

11

Therefore, traditional conclusion~:;rest on the affirmation
that Matthew the apostle took down Jesus' utterances

at the

2Floyd v. Filson, Origins Of ~
Gos)e1.2 (New YorkCincinnati-Chicago: The Abingdon Press, 1938, p. 58.

-6time

they

the meat

occurred.

This,

the conclusions

of a Gospel

later

written

continue,

by the same disciple.

One of the ruo st promine.nt advocates
authorship
He has

in our contemporary

taken

this position

First

consider

of the genealogy

tax collector!--who
in the genealogy

reached

its climax

seven.

This

seems

is hardly

fourteens

that the important

the identities

the line,

exalted

fact

of Jesus'

an-

as it was,

as the one who began

the seventh

less than the sign manual

of the tax-

4

apostle.

is also

improbable

In the three

it is the man of ~igures--the

so much

in him,

is Goodspeed.

years.3

It seems

the fact that

of apostolic

of scholars

the genealogy.

was not

as was

There

in recent

speaks.

cestors

COllector

circle

of the Gospel,

becomes

another

factor

to some that

come

out of the Greek world

with

the actual

authorship
they

to be considered.

the Gospel

of books
having

almost

exalted

authorship;

averse

to anonymity.

One poem. could

memory

of an author.

If he wrote

was enough.5

It does

so neglectful

of the author

seem

of its time

forgotten.

worshiped

strange

of l'1atthew could

and writers

been

it.

embalm

The Greeks

They were

the name

Greek,

and wrote

that

such people

of a book

It

and

well,
could

it
be

like the Gospel of l:-1atthew.

3Attention must be called to the fact that
opposed apostoliC authorship
in his earlier years.
position can be noted in his work on Introduction.

Goodspeed
Such op-

4Edgar J. Goodspeed, Matthew Apostle And Evangelist
(Philadelphia--'roronto:
The John C. \.JinstonCompany, 1959),
p. 14.

-7Goodspeed projects that natthew was called by
Jesus for the express purpose of being a recorder.. Natthew
was called as soon as hostility began to show itself.
disciples had recorded at a time such as that also.

Isaiah's
Let us

remember the emphasis the Gospel of Hatthew places on Isaiah.
'l'herewas also quite a Je1ivishhabit of not taking notes (for
6 The tax collector,
fear of seeming tori val Scripture
II

II)

•

the inveterate note-taker of J·es1J.s'
world, might well have
been called for this purpose.
"took down" Jesus' sayings.

Thus, Papias wrote that l'latthew
This may tell us why I"latthewwas

so silent throu~lout the Gospel narratives.

His purpose was

to record.7
Others have favored the view which says the apostle
possibly wrote that to which Papias had reference.

Bacon

points out, "All scholars now admit the impossibility of
Papias' having reference to, or direct knowledge of, any
other f'latthewthan our own. 118 But this would not necessarily
mean that our present Matthew is the result of that same
author.

This is the point where many scholars turn to find

other authorship.

But Goodspeed persists in his thesis:

That l_Vlatthew's
name, as we are asked to believe, was
given this Gospel because he wrote, not it, but a sup_ti&sedAramaic source of it, ] find doubly improbable,
for the Greeks, as we have seen, while they did call
books by the names of men who wrote them in Greek, did
not name them after the writer.::l
of their barbarian sources,
as the Greeks considered them.~
6Ibid., p. 43.

7Ibid•

8Bacon, £E. cit., p. xii.
9Goodspeed, QE.

£i!., p. 88.
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But there is, on the other hand, much which has been
written emphasizing the fact that there is not an apostolic
authorship connected with the Gospel.

The front of this at-

tack is to be seen by an attitude which does not keep Papias
in such high regard as an authority.

If Papias was referring

to our first Gospel (and there is some speculation on this),
it has been advocated that he was guilty of two major errors:
(1) that lVJ:atthew
wrote the Gospel to which his name is now
lO
attached, (2) that it was originally written in Aramaic.
Papias, if we take him to be referring to our Gospel as we
now have it, is saying that the first Gospel was written in
Hebrew by the disciple tax collector.

Thus the Greek Gos-

pel which has come down to us must be a translation from a
"Hebrew original."

C. C. Torrey has made an extensive study

of the four Gospels and is convinced that they were originally
written in Aramaic.

Commenting on the Gospel of Matthew he

says: "It must have been a particularly fine specimen of
literary Aramaic. ,,11 Yet the problem in this theory is that
the first Gospel is not a translation, according to scholarly
examination.

whoever wrote the Gospel used the second Gospel,

Mark, it seems, and took the Greek phraseology of it.

If the

author had translated the Greek of IVlarkinto Hebrew, and then
Some'one translated Matthew's Hebrew back into Greek,

the re-

translation would have resulted in very different Greek than
lOB. P. w. stather Hunt, Primitive Gospel Sources
(New York: Philosophical Library,-r9"51), p. 191.
llCharles Cutler Torrey, The Four Gospels (New York
and London: Harper and Brothers, 1933;:-P· 262.

-9we now have.12

The writer does seem to have been a Jew.
13
seems evident by much of the content.

This

If the apostle Ilflatthew
were tD write a Gospel it would
seem that he would have p:henty of personal resource material.
One who could write with the authority of an eyewitness would
not have been content to base his wo:rk on that of a secondary
authority (l'1ark). The Gospel of IJlatthewclearly exhibi ts reflexion, not recollection;

it is a portrait of a Person rather
14

than a chronicle of events.

'I'he summation of the large group of scholars today

will say that the first Gospel as it stands does not come directly from the hand of I'1atthew. There is, however, some thinking which will give the apostle Hatthew some credit for some of
the material found in our present Gospel.

Ivlanywill say if

there is any truth at all in the trad.ition of I-1atthew'sauthorship, it must be simply that the disGiple had drawn up sOille
brief document which served as a nucleus of the later work.
it has often been suggested that the Q document, or the earliest
15
Aramaic nucleus of it, was the work of the apostle Matthew.
12Alfred Plummer, An Exefetical Commentary On The
Gospel According To St. I'1atthewNe"W York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1910), p. viii.
13This will be considered more ful~in
ing chapter.

the follow-

14Alan Hugh McNeile, The Gos!el According To St.
I'1atthew(London: Macmillan and Co. ,915),
P. xxv i.L,
15Sherman E. Johnson, "The Gospel According To St.
I'1atthew--_Exegesis" The Interpreter's Bible, Vol. VII (New
York+Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1951), p. 242.

-10-

From the beginning of the second century the Jewish Christian
Nazarenes had a Gospel 'I'lThich
they ascribed to the disciple
Matthew, and which was written in the Aramaic language.

This,

too', may have come from source material which was the work of
an apostolic collection.
So may we conclude that there may have been some good
reason which related the apostle l'latthewto the Gospel which
now bears his name.

If there vlTasnot a source written by

the apostle then the vast majority of scholars agree that
there is a great difficulty in the name IIGospel According to
JVlatthew." Some have conjectured that those who distributed
this Gospel must have been ignorant of the book's true authorship.16

The name Matthew therefore being selected only be-

cause Matthew's call was recorded in the work.

If, however,

the Gospel incorporated a document which was popularly ascribed to the disciple Natthe'lr.f,
the book as a whole could
have soon come to be regarded as his in the church for whidh
it was first written.
vIe can say with certainty that whoever did write this
Gospel must have been a very orderly sort of person--just
like a good keeper of accounts who has everything well organized and grouped together.17 We can only be sure that
16 • Spencer Kennard, Jr., "Th~ Place of Origin of
J
11atthew's Gosp'el," Anglican Theqlo_gical Review, XXI (October,
1949) ,
17
G. McKee, "The Gospel According to Matthew,"
Dean
Interpretation, III, 2 (April, 1949), p. 195.
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he wa s a Ch:cistian of insight and devotion, who preferred
to remain unknown.
Jesus, the

and cared only to exalt the figure of

Son of Man and the Son of God.

The date the Gospel of Matthew was originally written is another part of the historical perspective.
are many speculations concerning the exact date.
it is interesting to note
it,rith
most of the facts.

There
However,

the date which seems consistent
'11hisgives us Ln si.ghf concerning

both authorship and environment.

Some attempt to place

l'1atthevJ
in an early period wh.i.c h would reflect a very young
church.

It is interesting that the Gospel seems to have no

consciousness of the special problems and needs of the Gentile mission.

It is true that the author is aware that the

Christian message, rejected by the Jews, is to be carried
to Tlallnations.nl8

Yet there are not many indications of

the situation which developed when the Gentile mission first
'began. One might even receive the impression that the controversy between Gentile and Jew had not yet broken out in
the Church wheri this Gospel 'vws composed.
speculated that the Jewish-Palestinian

It has 'been

coloring found in

the Gospel of l'Iatthewmay be a sign of early date .19

'I'h i s

is not a popular view but it is worth momentary consideration.

1811att• 28:19
19B• C. Butler, The Originalit) of St. f"1atthew
(Cambridge: The University Press, 1951 , p. 165.

-12Allen feels that it does not seem possible to suppose that a
Gospel in which Christ's sayings are so arranged as to give
a definite impression that He had foretold His coming as
Son of Man, and the near end of the age, in close connection
\ivi
th the events of the year 70 A. D.,could have been written
20
more than a very few years after that date.
However, most scholars will be prone to give a somewhat later date to this Gospel.. It has been illustrated by
some that an addition to the parable of the Narriage of the
King's Son21 is an indication nna t it was written after 70
A.D.

There is nothing at all about either the persecution

of the messengers,
parable in Luke.

or the King's vengeance in the parallel
The words, "Their city,tt do not seem to

fit into the rest of the story as the invited guests would
either be citizens of one or more of the King's ollVll
cities
or at least inhabit more than one city.22

The destruction

of Jerusalem in the year 70 A.D. seems to be clearly alluded
to.

Many scholars think that the references to the Gospel

by later writers and the probable use by the Gospel of John

mentar
Charles
21ll d the rest laid hold on his servants, and entreated themAnshamefully, and killed them. But the King was
wroth; and he sent his armies, and destroyed those murderers,
and burned their city.1I I1t. 22:6-7
22Burnett Hillman streeter, 'rheFour Gospels (Londo n s.
Macmillan and Company, 1951), p. 516.

-13make a date not later than 100 A.D. necessary.

The author

was able to look forward to a period during which the evan~~elization of !lallnations!! wcu ld be carried on.

Keeping in

line w i t.h much of the thinking of thr:dJ trend, O. H. Dodd has
given 75 and 95 A.D. as the limits for the dating of the
')7

C

Gospel of Matthew.

)

Let us consider the picture of the church \rlhichis
reflected in the Gospel and observe what stage this might
reflect.
1,1

On two occasions the author refers to something

.a ch has continued

h

I'

untot l'ia s d·ay, t! 2L~ 1tlhichvJOuld seem to

indicate a considerable time has elapsed since the event he
is describing actually took place.

There seems to be an echo

of clisappointment at the long delay of the promised return
)h
of Christ. ~/

'The church began to feel this way toward

the end of the first century.

There also seems to be some

2t::

reference to persecutions suffered for the name of Christ.

0

Persecution was not a serious problem in the life of the
church until near the end of the first century.

;rhere also

seems to be a development of heresy, dissension, theology,
and organization vJithin the church reflected in the Gospel.
'I'he

. .

__ que sc t.on

.

lS,

7

could- a-ll this develoo in J'ust )0 or

1..\-0

1:

years following the crucifixion?

'I'he church of the next

two generations seems to have developed much less than the
23 .11. Dodd, ~bout [rhe Gospels (Cambridge: [rhe
0
University Press, 1950'), P. 26.
') h
L~Matt. 24:48; 25:5.
2~~1'1a
tt .

27:8.

261'·'latt.

5:11; 10:18; 25:36,39.
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church reflected in the Gospel

of ll;latthew.Even the church

of Ignatius' time exhibit s very little development beyond what
we see reflected in the Gospel

of Matthew.27

It seems eVident

that we see the early church at the turn of the century reflected in this Gospel.

WHERE WRITTEN?
There were probably several different churches in
different locations by the turn of the century.

The ques-

tion here is, just what early church do we see reflected in
this Gospel?
written?

Or, wher-e was the Gospel According to JVlatthew

To begin with, let it be affirmed that there is no

way of knowing for certain just exactly where the document
was written.

Some of the passages in Matthew do have a

strong Jewish character and therefore it has often been asSigned to Palestine.

But the author works with sources, and

the Jewish coloring seems to belong to the sou~ces rather
than to the original part of the work itself.28

There is

also much in it that suggests the atmosphere of a Gentile
chUrch.

A meeting ground of both Jewish and Gentile influ-

ences in the early church was the church at Antioch.

This

particular church was also one of the earliest and greatest
Churches.

Because of this, many have traditionally placed

27Johnson, Interpreter's Bible, Ope cit., p. 241.
~stament
p,

67.

28Ernest Findlay Scott, The Literature of The New
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1936),

-15the origin
view

of Matthew

as he points

at Antioch.

Goodspeed

emphasizes

this

out:

And it was at Antioch that the Gospel of Matthew was
written--in
this center of the Jewish controversy,
which waS also the source of the Greek mission; in
Harnelck's _tthrase,the: first fulcrum of t;he Christian
movement.
Antioch was its stage; and it was he;&
that the Gospel of Matthew made its ap]earance.L~
But vve can run into
precisely
thing

there

Antioch,

angel

while

he seems

according

to other

that

to know

when

attempting

in Antioch.
Ignatius,

ear-Ly church

For one

the bishop

the Gospel,
1vlore than

to

has a very

of
dif-

this is the fact

records,

Paul

was the

of the ohv.rch of ll.ntioch. l'latthevv,on the other hand,

had defended

Paul

together
Christian
exceeds
fit into

'I'he Gospel

Petrine.

new dispensation.
from

and makes

There

seems

that of Paul

attacks
Peter

some doctrines

the scribe

to be a different

in Matt.

5:17-20,

of the

approach

where

all

the model

is one whose

righteousness
according to the Law
-'1
that of the Scribes.'
Matthew just doesn't easily
our traditional

of the Antioch

this Gospel

picture

of the life and thought

church.

A great

tain

origin

is the difficulty

is completely
which

the Gospel's

theolog;rcal outlook. 30

ferent
that

place

difficulties

deal

coming

apOcEllyptic

can be said for

from

some1"Jhere in f3yria.

expectation

29Goodspeed,

the possibility

'There is a

in I'lattheVJsimilar

p.

~~.,

;2.0
/ Johnson,

Ope

cit.,

p.

31K·ennar d ,

0-0.

c it , ,

r-

122.

24L~

of
C8T-

to -that wh.i ch

-16was found

in northern

Palestine

that Jews and Christians

In many places
didrachmas

Paelstine.

throughout

Syria is near enough

to

could be in daily contact.

Syria the ~)tater equalled

wh.i.c
h is con:Jistent vvith the reference

two

to the

-, ')

temple

tax in Hat;t. l'?=2Li--27.)c::.

or Edessa,
A strong

star-worship

In such a city as Apamea,
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There have been throughout

the history

of Ghristian

literature

some few who hold the view of the complete

dependence

of each writer.

in-

This view would hold that the

ap o stle l'Iatthevvwrote rJIatthew, J'ohn the son of Zebedee
John, Nark remembered
32Johnson,

OD.

Feter's

cit;., p. 241

) 3 Bacon, Q~_£it.,
-v

3LtKennard,

OPe

preaching

p. 36

cit., s-

245

and embodied

wrote

it; in

-17Mark, Luke knew Paul's preaching and also made personal inquiry while in Palestine and was thus able to write Luke.
But, on the other hand, as far back as the time of Augustine
it was seen that the characteristics

of the Synoptic Gos-

pels demand some theory of interdependence.

They have

too much material in common, and there is too much agreement in wor.ding and word order in the Greek to permit any
vie~r that at least the first three Gospels were written
independently. 35
What were the sources used in the writing of
Matthew?

For most scholars it is a common assumption that

the first and earliest Gospel which we now have is Mark.
These same scholars are also convinced that Matthew uses
Mark in the writing of his Gospel.

B. C; Butler, how-

ever, does take issue with this by advocating the early
thought of Augu st Lne ,
condary_

He is convinced that rtar-kis se-

While l'Iatthew"shows no sign of having edited a

source such as Mark, Mark on the other hand is dependent
on a source or sources indistinguishable

from I1atthew..
,,36

Butler presents evidence suggesting that IVlatthewhas, in
the passages which are found also in Nark, AramaisIDs not
taken over from Mark.

The number and quality of these

Aramaisms, he claims, make it difficult to suppose that
the author was a writer of Greek composing a Gospel by COIDbining the Greek f1ark with other sources and materials. 37
35Filson, op ..cit., p. 118.
36Butler, op. cit., p. 85.
37Ibid., p. 155.
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The very fact that there is some disagreement about
which was dependent on which is a good indication of a very
important point.

'rhat point is that some Gospel writers

did use sources outside their own private storehouse of
information.

So far as the question about the dependence

of Matthew on ftark or visa-versa, let us consider some
conflating.

The Gospel of 'Matthew appears to omit three

miracles recorded by the Gospel of Nark; but if v;e examine
Matthew carefully, we will find that the details from the
omitted sections appear elsewhere in the Gospel as modifications of similar storie s taken from I'1ark
..
38

Matthew was

not omitting but rather conflating and therefore depending
on IVlark. I'latthewhas apparently taken Mark and used it as
the base for a more complete account.

If one will take a

close look at the two Gospels he will notice that hardly a
single incident recorded in Mark fails to reappear in
Matthew.

Even though Matthew is some forty per cent

longer than flark, it is conservative to say that fifteensixteenths of what Mark contains is to be found in Matthew_39
It is a safe conclusion to assert that the author of
our Gospel used l'1ark. When we compare the two texts it is
even possible to learn what method was followed in incorporating sources into the Gospel.
comparisons,

As we make such textual

it is apparent that not only Mark but a variety

38streeter, o~. cit., p. 152.
39Goodspeed, op, cit., p. 40.

-19of materials were before the author as he wrote.

He also

seems to have had a collection of Jesus' sayings wh i ch r1ark.
did not have or did not see fit to use.

We will recall that

earlier a reference of Papias was mentioned.

This was in

regard to a statement he wrote varifying that there was a
group of the sayings of Jesus written by the apostle Matthewo
It could be that this group (or Logia) should not be interpreted as meaning the whole of the first Gospel, but only
one of its elements.

The expression,

Ta. 'A dy

Ut. ,

could

describe a document largely made up of discourses and parables.

This is a part of what t1atthew's Gospel contains

making it unique from Mark.

It may be regarded as certain

that such a document is one main element in t'Iatthewand it
may have been written originally in Hebrew by the apostle
Matthew.40 Ropes says that the early church had two basic
documents.

They were Mark and the Sayings.41

These Say-

ings ~ave come to be referred to as the Document Q.

We

do not have this document in any form today except through
the evidence in passages of Matthew and Luke which seem to
reflect a common source apart from Mark.

Apparently this

collection of Sayings was originally written in Aramaic.
They are adapted to the needs of the early Palestinian
Church.

It has been calculated that Q was written before,
40plummer,

OPe

citl, p. viii.

4lJames Hardy Ropes, The Apostolic Age (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1906), p. 227.

-20but probably not long before, Mark.42

It seems most likely

that the Logia, mentioned by Papias, as well as the Sayings
and Q were one and the same.

We cannot know for certain

who was the author of this document.

However, since it

seems improbable that the apostle l'1atthewwrote our present
Gospel, and since the tradition of Papias mentions the
apostle being responsible for some document, there is a
strong balance of probability that Q is a work of the
apostle Matthew.43 This would also give some ciliueas to
why the Gospel carries the name it now possesses: it is
strongly inclusive of the Q document.

This Gospel might

have been based primarily on the wri tings and influence
of the apostle Matthew.
Yet there is much material in .JVlatthew
which is to
be found nei~her in Mark nor Luke.

Scholars have affirmed

that Luke was also depenclent on the source Q.

We might

possibly assume that 11atthew retains a number of Q sayings
which Luke omits or that Matthew's copy of Q may have been
more extensive than Luke's.

Matthew seems to breathe,

when considered as a whole, a Palestinian atmosphere, and
the traditions to be found in it, apart from both Nark and
Q, seem to be Palestinian.44 Yet there is no independent
42George Dewitt Castor, Matthew's Sayings of Jesus
(Chicago, Illinois: The University of Chicago Press, 1918J,
p.

208.

43AdOlf Harnack, The SaYings of Jesus (New York:
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1908), p. 249.
44McNeile, Ope cit., p. xxvii.

-21use of the Hebrew Old Testament.

Rather than just conclude

that bhr author wrote as a good Christian Jew, we might consider that he had another source before him.
definite in his opinion on this subject.

Kilpatrick is

He claims that the

author used three and only three written sources.
Mark, Q, and M.45

They were

This latter source is some of the mater-

ial which is characteristic to r1atthew only.

M seems to

have been a rudimentary document, more primitive in type
if not in date than Mark or even Q.46

It is quite. dif-

ficult to tell just what the character of the M source was
as there are no certain means of distinguishing in detail
between the remains of

.IVl

and the handiwork of the editor.

The material which is peculiar to JI1at
thevi seems to be characterised by a very obvious Jewish atmosphere.
where Matthew and Luke differ so greatly.

This is

Matthew's mater-

ial, even though it is rich in anti-Pharisaic polemic, asserts the obligation of obeying not only the Law but also
the tradition of the scribes.

This seems to reflect the

spirit represented in the early church by James.

The

source M might well be connected with Jerusalem, the headquarters of the James Party.47

The Jewish character of the

Gospel might possibly just be a part of the several sources
the author was anxious to incorporate.

There also has been

45G• D. Kilpatrick, The Origins of The Gospel
According to St. l'latthew(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1946), p. 57.
46Ibid.,

p.

36.

47Streeter, Ope cit., p. 232.
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these discourse s can be shown to be amalgama tions of a

large number of separate sayings, ingeniously fitted into
each other so as to form a sequence. 5/-J.

This seems to in-

dicate a dominatl'1r
purpose in the Gospel writer's mind was to
unify all this which was being traflsmitted so freely and in
such a disorganized manner.

Even thouoh he works with mater-

ial which has come to him from different sources and with different influences, he seems to make use of it all impartially.
Surely his object is Co do justice to different tendencies
which had hitherto been in conflic t.

2.1he

narratives of Hark

and the traditions of Jesus' sqyings seem to have a natural
need to be combined.

It is probably because ~hey were separate,

as well as other documents being separate still from them,
tha t dissention arose concerning J'esus' teaching and emphases
in the early church.

JVlatthewcould be called a force of

unity in terms of literary style as well as in doctrine.
There are otheI'emphases also.

We cannot help but

see our author as one concerned with .teaching.

Christianity

seems to be conceived of as the New Law which has replaced
the Old and it is given in a teachable way just as the Old
Law was.

By the time this Gospel was wI'itten the Church was

becoming a numerous body in which there were growing numbers
of converts to be instructed and a larger number of teachers
to be recruited.

A kind of text-book or work of reference

54Ibid., p. 69.

-25for teachers and pupils was needed.

Such a work wou.ld have

to give special attention to the sayings, or teachings, of
J-esus since this was the basis on which all Christian instruction ultimately rested.

The Gospel According to Matthew

was designed to supply this need.55

Our author conceives of

it as the chief duty of the twelve to be "scribes made dl.riLsciples to the kingdom of heaven.rr56 It is their function,
in the words of Jesus, to evangelize the world by "teaching
all men everywhere to obey all things whatsoever I have
commanded you.rr57
The method used in the Gospel to achieve the above
purposes oeocraesa purpose in itself.

All

through the book

there is a constant demonstration that Jesus was the true
l"1essiah. In order to create a proper unity and to develop
a t.e
ac.n.i
ng and evange.Liz.Lngmanual, a life of Jesus Christ
showing his Messiahship becomes the chief characteristic.
'11heauthor wished to meet the need for an account of the
life and teaching of Jesus, based on the living tradition,
both spoken and written.

In doing this we see Jesus Christ

presented as the fulfillment of all the Old Testament prophecies for a IVIessiahto come.

Right at the beginning the

genealogy attempts to prove that Jesus is the Son of David.
The title, Son of David, is used more often in I'latthewthan

55DOdd,

OPe

cit., p. 26.

56J'1att.11:52
57I1att• 28:19f

-26in any other Gospel. 58

The Gospel aims to prove that ~Tesus

fulfilled in the de t a.i
Ls of his career the prophecies of the
Old Testament, and therefore is the l''Iessiah.No Gospel
gives so large a place to formal quotations of prophecy.
il.

special impression wh i.c
h the Gospel embodies is that of

royalty.

It is the evangelist's aim to show from the life

of Jesus that the Church was not a heretical sect who misread the scriptures in

t he

light of their pr-esupp cuouene ss ,

but the realization of a divine purpose and the verification
of divine prophecies in the sphere of histb¥y.59

This was

wri tten to be a life of the JVlessiah,which should articulate
the Gospel with the Jewish scriptures and legitimatize the
Christian movement.
STATUS

OF JVIA1'THEW

Our look at the Gospel of Matthew from a historical
perspective has given us several insights whic.h are important
in understanding and fully appreciating this particular Gospel.

The environment surrounding the writing and the preser-

vation of the Gospel give interesting insight to the position which it holds today.
It is significant that even though l"larkha s tradi tionally been accepted as the oldest, Luke has been held in historical glory, and John has been highly regarded as important

-------------------------------------.----------------------------58William Barclay, The Gospel of Matthew (Philadelphia: The westminster Press, 1956), p. xxvi.
59McNeile, op. cit., p. xviii.

-27theologically, still flatthew remains first in the arrangement of the New Testament books ,

iJ:ihis
cannot be disregarded.

The Gospel of Matthew was a pioneer in the field of
Christian literature.

Some have even regarded it as a pioneer

to the extent of being the basic primary source for Luke's
Gospel.

M. S. Enslin denies that Q existed and suggests in60
stead that Luke I s author used l"Iatthew. iJ:ihis
hypothesis

falls short of certainty, but it is significant that IVlatthew
is even considered for such a position.

It truly shows the

marks of a piece of literature worthy to be source material.
It might even be called the first book of Christian literature; fo I' Paul's wri ting;s, great as they are, are letters,
not books, and Mark for all its value is hardly to be dignified as a book in the sense of a conscious literary crea61
tion as is the Gospel of Matthew.
It has given us a
unique account of the sayings of Jesus grouped with remarkable skill, so as to reinforce and illustrate one another.
In fact the excellence of the work has caused some di.fficulty concerning its authorship.
veI

J

Hany are driven by its

excellence to feel that it is too good for anyone

of

the twelve Galilean disciples to have written.
Natthew may have been intended to supersede I"Iark.
In the Church of its origin no doubt it did just this for
a time.

As soon as iVlatthewwas published the title

60Morton Scott Enslin, Christian Beginnings (New York
and London: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1938)
61Edgar J. Goodspeed, ~he story of The New Testament
(Chicago: The University of Ch1cago Press, 1916), p. 57.

-28tithe Gospel"

was transferred

to it from l'1ark.62 To illus-

trate the way in which l'1atthew seems intentionally
not only including
a comparison

but also improving

of a passage

to be

rlar'k , let us look at

in nark and the equivalent

of it

in I1atthew.
1: 3~

Nark

Matt.
1t

"And he healed l"I.ANY that were sick
with divers diseases, and cast out
l\1ANY devils. I!
"And he cast out the spirits with a
word, and healed ALL that were sick.1!

8:16

appears

that ria t t he w was attempting

ment on the account

already

nify Jesus

Christ

had done.
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be found.

'r:18
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63Goodspeed,
0.£. ci t., p , 127.
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62 Streeter,
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CHAP'rER II

JEW lSHELElvrENTS

IN rJlA11'THEW

The Gospel of Matthew has many characteristics
which speak with a Jewish flavor.

Some have pointed to

influences throughout the Gospel which they feel outweigh or make insignificant the Jewish influence.

But

often these so-called "influences" are nothing more than
Jewish tendencies in themselves.
"know!! in 11:27

Eor example, the word

has often been discussed.. Some have argued

that this is a Gnostic influence.

However the notion of

"knowing the Father (God," need not reflect Gnostic influence.

It is probably Jewish, and can be traced back to

the earliest prophets of the Old Testament.

l1'heJewish

thought "knowing God" does not imply an act of intellectual discernment, but a "mutual personal relationship, a
state of being in communion with God."l

In this same

verse there is reference to the l!'atherknowing the Son which
points to a mutual relationship which is harmonious with
Jewish thought.

This verse is a good example of what is

to be found throu~Lout the Gospel.
lPaul winter, "J:1atthewXI 27 and Luke X 22 From
11'heFirst To Irhe Fifth Century," Novum Testamentum, I
(April, 1956), 148.
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-31It is nearly impossi ble for an author

"(;0

write wi th

absolute objectivity even when he attempts to do so.

B.egard-

less of his intenti ons it appears eviden t that the author
wrote from a Jewish viewpoint.

The T~bingen School went

to an ext~eme in this thought of Jewish influence.

This

School treated Matthew in independent fashion and concluded
that it was wri"t;tento express and vindicate the point of
view of a Judaizing party within "the early church.
appn~ach is now regarded

1

1 11i8

as outmoded and most scholars work

wi th the IVlarcanHypothesis and study l"1atthewby way of a
comparison wi th Mark.

But the chief questions of interpre-

tation have centered about the extent and character of the
divergences of Matthew from l'1ark. It is in these areas we
find the J"ewish viewpoin t expounded so strongly.

.Let us

notice some outstanding examples of this Jewish viewpoint.
The Gospel of JVlatthewseems to present J"esus as one who was
very Jewish expressing a Jewish ministry.

A striking in-

struction is given by Jesus to his disciples as they make
preparation

to go out preaching.

J"esus says, "Go nowhere

among the Gentiles.,,2 Jesus himself hesitated to heal the
Canaanite woman's daughter3 and is quoted as saying, "not
an iota, not a dot, will pass from the iliaw until all is
accomplished.4
At another point he is presented as a Jew
wi th no use for Gentiles as he says, "Let him be to you
a Gentile or tax collector. ,,5 IVlanyquestion some of the
21'1att•10:5

31'1att•15:21 ff

4rVlatt.5:18

5JVlatt.18:17

as

-32above evidence by asking if Jesus really said this or if
Matthew was the one who was responsible for such anti-Gentile
expression.

Regardless of the answer, it is significant that

the Gospel of IV[atthewis the main reflection of such an element.

If Jesus actually said these things in just such a

way, it is significant that flatthew was the one who saw fit
to be certain they were recorded for all to know and understand.

If these expressions are the work of l1atthew's

editorship, it is significant that he has such a strong
Jewish viewpoint.
Matthew also has a peculiar pattern of writing.
Many commentators agree that I"l.attbew
has arranged his material intentionally in five parts.

Each part consists of a

narrative taken from 11ark and a discourse taken for the most
part from the source Q,.

fllhe
author also has added an intro-

duction and climax which is unique with him.

In Jewish

literature, we find a striking preference for arrangements
of tlITee, five, or seven sections.

These patterns force the

reader, especially when he reads the same text repeatedly,
to focus his attention on the center which carries the
strongest accent.6

This Jewish characteristic:"in construc-

tion is expertly followed by our Gospel writer.
The characteristics of a Jewish nature in Natthew
may give us a picture of what Judaism was like at the time
when the Gospel of Ililatthew
was written.

Even though we can

6Fritz Kunkel, Creation Continues (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1947), p. 9.

-33never understand the Judaism of the first century without
study of the Talmud and especially of its core, the JVIishnah,
we cannot in fairness say there is no description at all
of Judaism in the Gospels.

And among the Gospels we may

7

learn most, as Moore says, from Matthew.

Matthew is a New Irestament book which is qn i.que,
Such patterns and forms found therein are quite valuable
as a help in memorization8

\rie

may possibly consider them

to have origj_nated in oral form or as memorized from an
earlier document than our present IViatthew. Hut it does
suggest that they came from the tradition of the JewishChristian wing of early Christianity.8
FULFILLl'{fBNT
OF PROPHECY
One of the first strictly ,Jewish ele-ments which
strikes the reader as he examine s Matthew is the element
of prophecy-

Our author records that Jesus Ghrist was

prophesied first

by

the Jewish prophets of old and the

prophecy which has given hope to Israel is completely
fUlfilled in Jesus Christ of Nazareth.

Writing in this

way would have certainly been an effective way to influence
Jewish readers.

Barclay carries this thought to quite an

extreme pointing to the Gospel of lVlatthe1.rv
as a Gospel
concerned for Jews only.
7George Foot Moore, Judaism (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1958), p. 186.
8Floyd V. Filson, "Broken Patterns In The Gospel
of Matthew," Journal of Biblical Literature, LXXV (01956) 231.

-34lVlatthew is the Gospel whi.ch was written
for
the Jews.
It was written by a J-ew in order to convince Jews.
One of the great objects of l"Iatthew is
to demonstrate that all the prophecies of the Old
rrestarnent are fulfilled
in J·esus, and tha t, therefore, He must be the IJIessiah.
It has one phrase
which runs through it like an ever-recurring
therne-"All this was done tha t it might be fulfilled
which
was spoken by the prophet,
saying ••. 11 That phrase
occurs in the Gospel as often as 16 times ••• lt is
Ivlatthew's primary and deliberate
purpose to show
how the Old Testame nt prophecie s received the ir fulfilment in Jesus; how every detail
of J-esus' life
was foreshadowed in the prophets;
and thus to comg
pel the Jews to admit that Jesus was the l'lessiah.
The b.ir ch at Bethlehem and the
ently

emphasized

in order

This would be important
pOinted

out,

that

Even the dwelling

filment

of prophecy.

to tone
that

down Barclay's

fUlfilled
the

author

the author

it

fulfillS

statement

doesn't

informed

.Q.£.

·t .,

Cl.

the ful-

the

This would lead us
While it

is true

about pointing

seem probable

goals

pas-

which says that

that

the accepted

JewS of -the world.

p.

prophetic

seems very obscure.

a bit.

who read

had as one of his

Some have

were only invented

a "Nazarene. ,,10

or the people

9Barc.ay,
1

prophecies.

in Nazareth :iS~:nad_e

place

was very much concerned

prophecy,

were the best

accounts

in the prophets

be called

the author

to fulfilled

of misconceived

What it

no passage

Hes s Lah shall

these

fulfilments

sages •

1'here is

to point

to Egypt are appar-

primari ly to the J'ews.

however,

to make unreal

journey

either

the Gospel

I10re than

an attempt

to

likely

to influence

XX1·~
."

1oC. G. rvIontefiore, The Synopti£_§:os}2_els, Vol. II
(I.Jondon: l'1acmillan and Company, Limited, 1927), p. 11

-35Jews whomhe f~lt

would read his

a Gospel written

expressly

account~

in view of the above facts.

prophecy

in the Gospel certainly

any other.

The public

l'latthew in the fact
the ministry

his

there

to the fact

that

tion

of the messianic

Davidic

central

He never
Judaism.

of J-esus is unique

are

several

descent

title.

It

the promise
Jesus

the Christ

but their

historical

{_[lhus,"vie see an all-out
Jesus

effort

as the J-ewish l'lessiah

!1

It

of the past

in

the ble ssi ng of the
that

of the He s sdah ,
lithe ,,~nointed

are quite
by our author

and yet

qualifica-

is interesting

instead

implications

the convic-

throug)lOut his work.

the values

{rhe two words have the same meaning,

from

as the J-ewish Messiah

of the author

of a l"lessiah.

than

descent

was an indispensable

Abraham and David carrie d

The name

rather

of IVlatthew stress

to preserve

that

is used in 1'1atthew

physical

Jesus

in

plan which had

and mission

of his

king. II

thought

hesitates

lVlatthew calls

indications

had follovved a divine

The opening sections

the

Jewish JVlessiahship more

ministry

prerogatives

tion

Lord,tl

Jesus'

a messianic

royal

to point

David.

was

does emphasize a Jewish

to the prophe ts long befor ehand.

"Son of Davidfl is
to express

that

of Jesus

been intimated

merely

Yet the loyal ty to

of some extent.
This Gospel stresses

than

it

or only for Jews seems a little

unlikely

element

But to call

one,"
12

different.
to proclaim

vie see a historical

lINed Bernard Stonehouse, The Witness of Matthew and
Mark to Christ (Grand Ra~ids, M$chigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing
Company, 1944), p. 224.

12Kunkel, Ope ci~,

p. 22.

-36perspective

cr-e ep i.ng in with the term Christ

scope with
than

just

a Jewish

viewpoint

betw-een the emphatic
The reason

leave

Jewish

us in a bit

element

and the wider

that

the author

One frolll God for

all

mankind.

with a J-ewish element.

gives

to formal

so large

a place

aims to show--and

this

revelation

Therefore

makes the

of God.
total

understandable.
the

the
"the

of the

He should

mission

to the world more
the new covenant
of the Jews,!! it

'l'he Chris t of God, though

and therefore

'I'he Gospel wri ter

13 Ropes, o£. Clt.,
.

the Jews.

had been in a very special

first

it

from the

saw the

p.

The

in l'latthew actually

"Sa.lva td.on is

world,

to the Jews

element

prociLaimed.

be represented

of prophecy.

known through

This was the way to link

Hope of Israel,TI

it

God was one which came to

This Jewish

old more closely.

Savior

nation.

true

scope of Jesus'

had been fre quently

III/as

No Gospel

rejected.13

and finally

of God was first

the Son of this

the people

quotations

Jesus

To do this

vvas J:i'IRS'l1 offered

and was by them deliberately

with

in such a

aim seews never los t from vievv--

tbe IVlessiah' s salvation

true

interpre-

wanted to com-

was ne ce s aar-y to begin

that

of a dilemma

wi th the world--Jel11!s and Gentile s--that

the Anointed

It

boundary

we have the Gospel presented

way may be due to the fact
municate

but a much broader

a

Judaism.
This might possibly

tation.

emphasizing

233.

is appropriate
standpoint

Gospel story

sense
that
of that

as ne cessarily

...

-37intimately related to prophecy.
fulfillment,

But he saw more than the

in the sense of comple tion of the message and

revelation of the Old Testament, i~; found in Christianity,
even while the Old Testament remains Scripture in the full
sense to the Gospel writer.14 Matthew is consistent with
a constant interest in the ancestral faith not just of a
certain people, but of the tradition of the one true God.
THE IVlOSAIC LA1J

The Gospel of l"Iatthe"IJv
also cont~ins a great deal
of rnaterial itJhichdraws attent ion to the Jewish Law.

'I'h
Ls

goes beyond the fulfillment of prophecy to the relationship
of the Christian to the Jewish religion.

'I'he
re is a most

impressive list of references in this Gospel which draws
attention to the importance and validity of the Law.

Let

us at this point note some of the passages in reference:
I1Think not that I have come to abolish the law and the prophets; I have come not to abolish them but to fulfill them.,,15
"For I tell you, unless your righteousness exceeds that of
the scribes and the Pharisees, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven. ,,16 II/rhescribes and the Pharisees sit on
IVloses
I
seat; so prac tice and observe whatever they tell you. ,,17
"For truly, I say to you, till heaven and earth pass away,
not an iota, not a dot, will pass from the law until all is

14F':L1 son, 0E. cit., p. 162.
15l'1att.5:17
17Natt• 23:2

l6l'1att.5:19

-3818

accomplished.
Hypocrites!

"Woe to you,

11

for you tithe

have neglected

mint and dill

the weightier

and mercy and faith;

scrib es and Pharisees,

these

matters

and cummin, and

of the

law, justice

you ought to have done , without

the others.1I19

neglecting

The Gospel of rla t t he w s e eras to be affirming
Jesus

had no intention

declares
Jesus

of annulling

the Law to be binding

is presented

The performance

provisions

of the

oral

setting

his

disciples

tax

the

support

for

a requirement

the Mosaic Law and it

in all

of its

as one who approved the

system.20

of this

Law.21

particulars.
sacrificial

was dependent

l'1atthe\/'falso

tells

of the oral

At this

transfigured
in

their

point

Judaism.

essential

Law--a Pharisaic

5:17-20

towards

the Law is

(London:

Christianity
It

con tent

passage

upon the
of Jesus

the example of paying the half-shekel
22
of the Temple.
This annual tax was
r-eguLa t i.on,

Irhe Sermon on the Nount shows a great
the Law.

that

is

almost

to

becomes a

"the Law and the prophets"

and fulfillment.

is examined,

kinship

it

seems that

one of unqualifie

23

when the

the attitude

d acceptance

18rlatt.

5: 18

19l'-latt. 23:23

20Natt•

5:24

21Hoore, op. cit.,

22Matt•

17:24-25

and

p. 251.

23Benjamin \L Bacon, The Sermon On The nount
The hacmillan Company, 1902), p. 15.

~39approval.
there
its

rrhe Law is to be observed

is no suggestion
observance.
But let

the picture.
p arts
here

that

there

The Law is

are also

points

to menti on some of the basic

the J"ews.
an effort

to manI s everyday

life.

Pharisaic
Ptrarisees'

seriously-

interpretation

the Pharisees

the Haggadah.

studied

of t.he Law.

tradition

non-legal

material.

it.

took the

l''Iost people

did not

tradition

the Halakah,

The Halakah "vas the tradition

This is where the Pharisees
oral

the Law de-

were based on the

One was called

rabbis.

applicable

Jew did not give

Irwo type s of oral

These were the precepts

The other

the Torah in

everyone

These rules

The

of the Law for

and inference

the average

Elders.

folklore.

record

letter

seriously.

had grown around the Law.
other

feature s of the Law.

the Law was not a burden unless
rules

of

would be helpful

They were can vinc ed that

manded the kind of obedience
Actually

It

continuously

to make every little

side

in the Gospel when only

was the important

The Pharisees

in time to

to look at the other

of the Law become important.

Torah ('The Teaching)

take

is any limit
24

and

eternal.

us be willing
'l'he re

in every detail

the

of the

which came from the leading
held

an important

role.

was the Haggadah which was the

This was not Law.

It was legend

Yet both Ha1akah and Haggadah were oral

and

traditions

24 • 1'1. Honeyman, ,"r'la~thew V.18 And.:?lhe Validity
A
The Law, II New Testament stud~e.§., I (1954-57) 141.

of

-4-0-

whi.oh had grown around the Irorah.
Jesus

paid

very little

attention

Actually

it

to either

seems that

of these.

But

trle Pharisee s we r e very concerned

about the Halakah.
\-/hen
25
Jesus referred
to the Law which he carne to fulfil1
he was
26
making reference
to the written Law.
JVlatthewpresents
Jesus

with

hesitation
the
ture

a willingness

GO accept

as long as it

was consistent

general

good of mankind.

against

scripture

of t ne Pharisees
them because

side

the Christian

is

and exaggerated

turn

tradition

Jesus

to the

mitting

his

as precedent

the

1,;!henin indignation
and sacrificial

251'1att.

to pluck

he drives

beasts

5: 18

story

In his

scriptures

in a number of instances.

cites

on the Jewish

the good side

defense

disciples

he had more

Gospel tradition

ignored

turned

scrip-

enraged

found in flatthevl is

bad side.27

their

in setting

at time s, but also

commonly said

of the primitive

I'lark, wh o in his

Pharisees,

It

and with

is wha t not only put the work

he seemed to be one who felt

than they.

exaggeration

.:rhis

Law without

with itself

This resulted

in a bad light

authority
that

the written

found in
of the Pharisees

conflict

with the

for support

\<lhencriticized
grain

and

for per-

on the Sabbath,

of David and the
those

trading

out of the temple,
26Johnson,

he

showbread.

in sacred
he quotes

Ope

an

cit.,

money

Isaiah

p. 292.

27\.;. IL Lo1trt;herClarke, New Testament Pro ble!!l§,
The Nacmillan Company, 19295, p. 54.

(Ne'l,,'l York:

-41and Jeremiah as revealing the true purpose of the Temple ..
_~L of n
l1'heGo soe
1\~atthewna s J esus reJec
. t'ang on 1y a portion
CA

of the Law by appealing to another portion.
difficulty was encountered.

This was where

In doing such a thing as this,

Jesus could not avoid giving offense to the scribes and
Pharisees.

To them the Torah was a unit, the several parts

of which were "throughout consentaneous, homogenOus.

rI'here

were not only no contradictions, but no real differences.,,28
Jesus ignored this doctrine of scribal learning.

But even

with this evidence of Jesus' ideas of the Law, one cannot
overlook how Palestinian the Gospel of J:'Iatthe~v
is in the
over-all presentation of tineLaw.

If Christ had attacked

the Pharisaic traditions, he had at the same time stood
upon the permanent sanctity of the Scriptures.

The letter

of the Old lI'estamentwas still binding upon Christian men.
JViembersof the new movement--the Christian Society--were
still to obey its precepts.29 This is Jesus' tone when he
declares: "Whoever then relaxes one of the least of these
commandments

and teaches men so, shall be called least in

the kingdom of heaven; but he who does them and teaches
them shall be called great in the kingdom of heaven ..
,,30
There is a real concern in this Gospel for the
spirit behind the Lawo

Matthew goe s out of the way to

POint out that there is no real conflict between Judaism
28l'100re,.2]2.
29Allen,
30Matt.

cit. , p . 239 ..

311.
oV· cit. , p.

5:19

-42and Jesus

Christ.

in opposition
certain

the

is )ictured

to JudaisID or anything

spirit.

wi thin

Yet Jesus

'rhis

certain

'I'or ah itself.

aymboL of the Law.

else

spiri t is

11hePharisees

But Jesus

as willing

which violates

se emed to be ·the

was pointing

to the

those

who followed

tice

and observelf

as though with

whatever

on the part

that

Jesus

Jesus'

the

the major intent

he could make shift
fort

him or listened

to get

answer to the Pharisees'

c ommandme
n t is unique

have an addi tional
mandments depend all
addition

appears

same type phrase

the

is

this

bade,

a genuine

about

by J"esus: "On these

appears

of tbis

version

1132 This
incident.

to the

author

The

"Golden

did not appe a1' in the
by the

shows

source.

of the

Gospe L

31Harry Emerson Fosdick, The Man From Nazareth
(New Yo.rk: Harper and Brothers,
1949), p. 58.
32rvlatt.22:40

33l'1a.tt. 7: 12

we

two com-

vvith the Q form in Luke again

This must have been an addition

fac t

the chief

But in the Matthean

found with reference

f,ormula apparently

ef-

of the Jev'vish Law.

{This narrative

account

teaching

to emphasiz e the

law and the prophets.

in no other

Rule. 1133 A comparison
that

There is

spirit

in l\latthev.;.

statement

Jesus

and meaning of their

question

in both Mark and Q material.

Law.

and Pharisees

of our Gospel writer

to

to him to "prac-

s~ribes

along.3l

s aw no wrong in the

spirit

had completely

They were not the symbol of the real

told

a

to be found ri ght

be found w ith Ln the Law which the Pharisees
missed.

to stand

-43of I'1atthevJ.

Our writer

and unselfish

service

saw in the supreme commands of love
the essence

of what the Law c omnianded c

The spiri t of the Law vms in harmony with the minis try
Jesus

according

young ruler
the Law ,
still

questioned

in heaven;

is

to the poor,

is

to gain mercenary

slightest

unkind

the

other

on motive.

the act

method of doing
the long coveted

righteousness

spirit.

either

here

of hate

a higher

This

destroy

in

or hereafter.
such require-

or lust,

but

the

The command to

righteousness

which is based

the Law but fulfills

34Bennett Harvie Branscomb, Jesus
(New York: Richard R. Smith, Inc., 1930),
351'Ia
t t. 19: 21

col-

But many

cannot face

word or impure thClUght.36

does not

this

ve nt away sorrowful.

recompenses

cheek is

This

glance

emphasis of the Pharisees,

rewards

not only

"What do I

the new requirement

:mere mercenary

due to the

IVlerehope of he avenly

turn

all

to keep

what you

At first

we can note that

rich

have treasure

one w'ill gain

CL'nequestioner

it,

ments as forbid

further:

and JOu will

'I'he Law was good in its

were following
order

that
it.

the pOint!

reminded

him) "Go , sell

me.,,35

and eventually

so exorbitant
before

Jesus

than

'Whenthe

more than the Pharisaic

But in reality

lapses

tells

and come, follow

things

he was first

pressed

Then Jesus

seems to be little

reward.

the Lall to go.

Jesus

The questioner

and give

certain

of the Law climbed much higher

had permitted

lack?"

possess

of

to Matthew.

'I'h.Ls spirit
the Pharisees

->4
r'

it!

And The Law of Moses
p. 95.

36Bacon, Sermon••• , Ope cit.,

p.

106.

JESUS AND frEE GE11rrILES
In chapter 15 of the Gospel According to Hat t.hew a
Canaai te

worna.n

asked Jesus to heal her daughter.

Jesus'

first reply to her was, !II was sent only to the lost sheep
of the house olf Israel."

when she persisted he spoke again,

liltis not fair to take the children's bread and. throw it
to the dogs."

I'1arkhas a modified. version of this reply

in having Jesus to say, "Let the children FIRSfr be fed. ,,37
Some have felt that in this reply I1atthew may have reproduced the source more accurat;ely than lVlarksince Jesus was
38
not really conswned with looking into the future.
In
the Gospel of IVlatt:;hew
J'esuS says unconditionally

that his

help is for the Jews only.
Even though l"latthewpictures Jesus healing some
Gentiles and showing some love and concern for them, the
Gospel seems to make it clear that this is not the true
purpose of Jesus' ministry.

Some have felt that this

GOspel is a Jewish Gospel written for a Jevvish church.
At one point JesuS is reported as saying, "•••if he refuses
to listen even to the church, let him be to you as a Gentile and a tax collector.!l39 One must remember that the
Gentiles were the outcasts to the Jewish people.

1f a

Jew became a Christian the obvious outcast would be those
outSide the church.

The term Gentile may well be a carry-over

37l'1ark7:27
38Montefiore,
39l'1att.18:17

oQ-

cit., p. 228.

to indicate
Jerusalem
of the

those

the

Church was the natural

church

e1evate

who are outside

not

nology.

accepted

and shepherd

but also

does not necessarily

\..1

The

which livould tend to

only Jev.rish Christians,

we re not
"hr1S-G1anS
-' ,.

group.

headquarters

at the very beginning

But this

select

Jev.rish termi-

mean that

Gentile

by the church from which this

Gospel came.
'I'he

great

struggle

within

('Ihr1.S
. t'.i.a ne may have; been taking
v

struggle

concerning

Christians,

but a struggle

fr

thought.

om the point
Allen

concerning
I"latthew is

a

could become

the relationship
dealing~vith

of v i.ew of the traidi

has described

of Jewish

'I'h.i.s 1IIaSnot

place.

whether or not Gentiles

JUdiasm to Christianity.
problem

the thinldng

tonal

IVlatthew's position

of

this
Jewish
like

this:

The standpoint
adopted was somewhat similar to
that of the canonical prophets,
who advocated the
view that the Jevvish religion
was destined to attract
to itself
all nations,
but who never seem to
have doubted +ha t t.he result
would be the submission
of the Gentiles
to the privileges
of Judaism rather
than the complete supersession
Of. JudaisT? by.a new
religion.
In the same way the~e lS nO~lng 1n the
first
Gospel which is not con~l~tent ,\~l~h a c?nception of Christianity
as a Rur1fled. Ju~alsm vJ"~nchwas
destined
to absorb within J..tself dlscl.ples
(Proselytes)
from all
The attitude
vate

the

effort

nations.40
toward the Gentiles

Jewish

importance

may be an effort

of the church rathe r than an

to sUJft'ess the Gentiles

and keep them out of the

church.

40Allen,

Ope

cit.,

to ele-

p .. lxxvii.

-46To be sure,
of the

Gentile

(!lIn praying
do. ,,41

\'lEly

Jesus

is pictured

of life

you salute

it

over them ••• It

no record

ing which was contrary

Gentiles

what more

Do not even the Gentiles
the rulers

of the Gentiles

not be so among you. II 43
.)

shall

of hesitancy

as the

only your brethren,

a__
e you doing than others?
"You know that

critical

in the Gospel of IVlatthew.

do not heap up empty phrases

"And if

same? rA2

as being

to attack

Jesus

is much more critical

he is

of the Gentiles

But

way of life

than

In the Gospel of lVJ:atthew

Jesus'

thought

about the

judice

against

them as an awareness of t hern , an intere st

in them,

and a concern

are pointed
Jews.

to the

was not so much a pre-

The ways of the Gentiles
"superior"

a reflection
almost

may be emphasizing

ways in order

of the

ways of the
sources

anti-Jewish.

the lowliness

of Gentile

lVJ:ark's:radicalism
44
s of l'1osaism are conceI'ned.

A real

problem existed

tiles

who desired

basic

faith

Je sus Ohri s t as the
41Matt•

6:7

43J:latt.

20: 25

44Bacon,

in relationship

to become Christian.

in the One true

Studies

used.

contemptuously

to neutralize

essential

consider

them.

out in contrast

The Gospel of rlar-k is

the

for

This is probably

Our author

Gentiles

or think-

in God's sight.

of the Gentile

themselves.

lord
We find

an;y way of life

to the best

do the

God already

so far

as

to the

Gen-

'l'he Jews had a
established.

'I'o

Son of God was to have a faith
42l"Iatt. 5: 47

In Matthew, Ope cit.,

p. 220.

-1+'7with a cornplete background.

l'lostGentile s knew nothing of

the God of Jesus Christ and they knew nothing of the limy of
life which one pursued in service to that God.

Natthew's

Gospel is very Palestinian in its description of the Christian Church and in its relation to Gentiles.!+5 The Christian
community still retains the Jewish nomenclature.
ficials are described as "prophets,
"s crll b es.11

II

and "wise

Its of-

mo n ;"

and

The relation of Gentiiliesto God's mercy remained

Under the old system they might join themselves
the same.
to Israel as Proselytes. In this way they begin living in
the "better" pattern of life under God.

Under the new sys-

tem they might attach themselves to the Jewish-Christian
Society.46

When we consider the pagan practices of many

of the Gentiles and the superior society the Je'.rls
knew
under the Law ,

\tIe

can see why our Gospel had a refle ction

against Gentile ways in it.

Kilpatrick is convinced this

is a well justified position.
The Gospel allOWS a place to both the law and to
the oral tradition, whose main difference from that
given in Judaism lay in the subordination of the
law to Jesus. In contrast to the implic ations of the
Pauline teachin~ this position justified itself in
f:"
'dt;' '-0 lJeac
h .an.
d',ooserve
so far as the early
Church na
an oral tradit ion or Law of some sort, If l'Gwas to
maintain any moral discip~ine among it~7members,
especially among its Gentlle converts.

45 Allen, £Q. cih,

r-

310"

46Ibid•
47Kilpatrick,

Ope cit., p. 117·

-48This contrast

of faith and life be t.ween Jews and Gentiles

was the source

of a great deal of prejudice.

fers that Jesus was convinced
which

rose above

the people.

that his mission

such prejudice--and

still had to be considered

and thus deprived

in-

was something

yet this prejudice

as a part of the thinking

By confining

to the Jeli'lS
primarily,

Matthew

his labors

of

and those of the Twelve

he avo ided exciting

thei r prejudices,

them of even the poor excuse

for reject-

ing him wh.i ch they would nave found in his preaching freely
48
among the Gentiles and Samaritans.
By presenting this in
such a way,
problem

our author may have been speaking

right

within

There

is a probability

emphasize

his own church.
that the se sayings which

the Jewish elementl,Jere collected

by "I.:;he
early Church

in Palestine. 49

group of Christians

who thought

before
Charged

to a serious

the end of our present
his dis ciples:

and preserved

This also reflects

a

the time was very short

world would occur.

"Go nowhere

Jesus

amonf5 the Gantile s,

and enter no town of the samaritans,
. seep
lost
h
a close

but go rather to the
~ I . e1 ,,50 There seems to be
of the house OI sra •

connection

the words

of thought

"!'"hich
conclude

bet'lveenthis opening

the first half of the discourse,

"You will not have gone through
.

1886),

all the tOvms

48 John A. Broadus,

!1_atthew (Philadelphia:
p.

Ope cit., p. lxxvi

50r1att. 10: 5-6

of Israel

COllTh1.egtar.y
On rrhe.Gosl(el of
American Bapt~st publ~cat~on Society,

219.

49Allen,

and

-49be fo r-e cne ,Son

0·"f

reason

previous

'1

for

the

This verse

man comes. H 51
prohibition

gives

to preach

to Gentiles

or Samaritans.

'I'he inference

is not that

cannot

not be saved,

but the time '\'J"ill not be

long

or ought

enough to preach

of God throughout

to all,

the centuries

the message first.52
He read that
warned of the

imminent destruction

in Transjordan.53

from the

main stream

went its

to the

This

teaching

interpreting

right

of tbe

city,

escaped

'l'his community was cut off

of Christian

life

wben this

happened.

by Gentile

community became strongly

of Paul;

to hear

community in Jerusalem,

own vllay soon to be forgotten

Christianity.

Gentile s

had been chosen

and had the

the Chrh,tian

to Pella

It

and Israel

the

a

they had peculiar

opposed

methods of

and had a Gospel of their
own
54
which had some connection
with that of 1\1atthew.
rl_1his
might

give

Scripture,

us an explanation

for

J"ewish elements

which are present

other

One of IJlatthew's

thi.s

Gospels.
early

Christian

the distinct

and unique

in t1atthew and not in
sources

may reflect

community.

511'1att. 10: 23
C2Stree"ter,
:7
1.

Cnrlstiani
(1951)

£E. cit.,

p.

255.

53Arthur Jeffery,
I!Prof~ssor Sc~oeps. O~ Judaeoty, II Anglican Theo10_gl.£al ReVlew, XXXIII

p. 170.

-50ACTS AND GALATIAN"S
In The Acts of the Apostles
follovdng
anyone
received

water

of Jesus

Paul

declares:

Christ.,,56

of IiattheT,v
pictures

liberal

theory

teaching

these words

a very strained

be called

least

of Paul.

si:tuation in

in the kingdom

to be at the opposite
at one point

of heaven. ,,58 Some have

reference

to Paul.59

pole from the Gospel

to the Law exceeds

lO:LJ-8

57Gal•

5:6

58Matt.

5:19

•

601"Ia
tt • 5: 17-20

t

of IJlutthew
right-

tillt of the Scribes.60

56Acts

Ql?.!.._~,

Paul

is one whose

10;47

-I-

one of

and teaches men so, shall

55Acts

590oco -'C v,

the

'I'heGospel of lJlatthew re-

the model Christian

according

as against

1!l.Jhoever
then relaxes

commandments

that this is a direct

eousness

to the

is that the aut.hor of' 11.atthew

of Jesus:

of these

when

in relation

of Jevv-ishChristianity,

the least

seems

Jesus neither circumcision

church.

was the champion

felt

in the

is of any avail, but faith working

A familiar

cords

The account

In his letter to the Galatians,

love. !t57 Acts and Galatians

the early

"Can

who have

them to be baptized

"For in Christ

nor uncircumcision

these people

just as we have?u55

nAnd he commanded

name

more

for baptizing

the Holy Spirit

continues,

Gospel

the

about Gentile s to whom he was preaching:
forbid

through

Peter declared

-51uowever
, our author may be concerned
r.r

Itv-i
th the Law

areas b ecaW:1e _'h'
e lEi conVlnce
. a t there is a need
.
d th

in,some

so far as his readers
necessarily
concerned

Paul and his teachings
about

conquering

whi.ch they might
Christian

are concerned.

it is not

which our author

is

as it is the wrong iwpression

have left with some Gem tile pagans.

community

ponderantly

Perhaps

Jewish

for which I1atthew is framed
in derivation.

1.1:he
rebukes

The

is preof Paul
ll

had occuz-ed due to the "scandal"
many Gentile
Pauline

Christian

principle

have perplexed
content

ditions

many of the Jewish Christians

in view.

There

far as our author

were so much
ba~l'
Q_C

premise

in the Law.
the will
product

Gentiles,

faith which

the

Illhismay
who were

is framed with these con-

is a definite

is concerned.

in excluding

in

the Law as v,rellas under Christ

'I'heGospel of Matthew

the basic

fllanyhad abused

are lawful. n9lJ

"all things

with 1 iving within

as Lo r-d,

sarily

churches.

of Illawlessness

value in the Law

This value

so

is not neces-

but rather for including

the people

of the author's

church

a part and VJhich ltv-as
not in conflict; wi tl!.the
. t'
f' 'th
of the Chrls lan 'al •

p
mI'le'I'e
\,~C~ a valu
L

~~-

The Elacred Torah was esteemed

and character
of the human

61Bacon,

-

by Israel

as

of God.. In it was the cp:oicest
thought

studies

of indefinite

In I"Iatthew,.£2.

past centuries.

cit., p.

339.

-52Jesus and his followers were interpreters and reformers.52
Therefore tlatthevvhas no anti-le,galism as in Pau l.,

But

the victory of faith over works is just as emphatic.

The

Pharisee is left as completely as the publican at the
mercy of God.

The Law is not ultimate but it has basic

value according to our Gospel author.

This is a basic

difference from the results of some of the teachings of
Paul.

But the common relationship between the two is the

importance of faith in Jesus Christ as the Son of God.
The Pauline emphasis was that the Law had been
completely fulfilled in Jesus Christ and therefore there
was no need to consider the Law in any vmy as long as one
had faith in Christ.

:Paul says in Galatians:

!,Jhythen the law? It was added because of transgression, till the offspring should come to whom
the promise had been made •••The law was our custodian
until Christ came, that we might be justified by
faitho But now that faith has come, \rJe
are no longer
under a custodian; for in cg5ist Jesus you are all
sons of God, through faith.
Fulfi1lmen t of the Law finds a kindred attitude
in the Gospel of Matthew.

Here Jesus is presented as

saying, 111 have come not to abolish (the Law and the
prophets) but to fulfill them.

For truly, I say to you,

till heaven and earth pass away, not an iota, not a dot,
64
.
,t'dllpass f rom the Law unti 1 a11 lS
accomp 1·lS 1re d • 11

This statement makes it clear that whatever passes away

52Bacon, The Sermon On The Mount, Ope
63 Gal. 3:19; 23-24

64I"lat t.

5: 1 '7-18

cit., p.

5.

-53from the
Rather

Lavv does

it

:passes

Paul,

t;-

points

also

tion.

"For the

,sball
_

1ove

pass by the destruction

away by fulfillmen

",11erose" 65

not o

l·

not

not

to the

fulfillment

whole law is

of the Law--not
fulfilled

Christ

we are

are motivated

fulfilling

all

its

destruc-

in one 1PJOrd,'You

from the Law but from the

God and others

This love does

Cross.

\~hen actions

by the love found in

thSlt the Nosaic Law could

of us. 57

require

In the Pauline
an awareness

of the

emphasi s there

impact

as constituting

affirmation
and there

In this

of the
is

from the

Jesus'

revelation

a source

it. 68
for

his

alongside
there

that
is

of

the

revela ti on of the Law and prophe t s ,

that

ty complete s that

transcends

Matthew presents

presentation

even indication

othe r hand,

seens to be more of

of Calvary.

a new authority

the Old Testament.

authori

to the Galatians,

vL

toward

on the

letter

the bud passes

c:
y·ol1rselI~.' ,,66
your rie i. ghb or a.::>

proceed

Christ

in his

t--as

of the Law.

of subservience
own authority

to it.

is not derived

had gone before.

Hather his

which had gone before

rlanvu of those
wri ting--and

Yet,

and even

f r om whomr1atthew received

probably

INhDwcuLd read his

65John Honr-o Gibson, TITheGospel )f St. lVlatthew,11
The Expositor's
Bible (New York: Funk and lJagnalls Company,
1900), p. 72.
66 Gal. 5:14
57Lerunan Strauss,
York: Loizeaux Brothers,
68Stonehouse,

Galatians
And Ephesians
1957), p. 81.

op. cit.,

p. 210.

(New

-54.fi nlsnedproduct
. ,
the

church

right

the

na tional

of facts
Irhe J..0glC
.
Paul

.,
pOlemical

the acts
people

impact

manifesto.

In this

I'

had brought; forth
.".'
\ATn:LCL1

there

of Calvary

there

tendency
is

the thrust

of this

thinking--not

to give

wrote

a picture

and taught

based

In the

of Acts Peter

lOIDchapter

Peter

the

the

e in the relationin Acts

in the purp ose of the wrtt; i ni,Ss.

ment of a theology

was for

The

Law•

occurs

Paul

of

-

Gospel was written
teaching.

ancient

"Israel

between IVlatthcvJand what vue re ad of Paul

and Galatians

that

of the

a new and emancipated

of

the

the claim

in the history

tile -basic differenc

,)

pel

is

within

marke d Judaism.

"J'"
nelT;nec
. evJ'nor Greek. 69

.'
J.S

is

.ActuallY

t nat

to the Galatians

Providence

dec,1-ec.ruc t'.i on of the

ship

dis tinctions

'rhe letter

of divine

God II "a n

to perpetuate

soon gave the cosmopolitan

the vveight.

11.

avmy--wished

on the

Gentiles.

of Christ

Our

and his

in terms of the developeventoof

Jesus

concluded

that

rrhis seems rather

Christ.
the

Gos-

strange.

had been "vith JOesus as one of the most important

Yet he had to learn thati the Gospel was
t he Twelve.
'c
for Gen'l:;iles by a revelation
after the crucifixion
and

0°<'-l

ascension
correct

of Jesus.
in saying

Would this
that

the Jews and in those

Jesus

Suggest that

was primarily

interested

in

who were under the Law?

69 • H. Dodd, The Authority

Ihsbet

Matthew is

C
and Company, 19'28),

p.

20SQ

of Irhe Bibl..£ (London:

-55.As the JevlS
an outer

ring

various

VlayS

developed

welcomed the GentiJes

of adherents
respected.

who kept

to the baptism

c i.r-cumc a s a ori

!"JaS

0

Paul
for

0

thought

L

'

within

event
felt

history

was abandoned
had eo fulfill

and har-mon.i.ousrelationship
'I'he harmony is in the fact

of the Law is
Christ.

basis

IJ:hus, in dee re r

whi.oh ultimately

'I'here is a true

of Jesus

was not the best

the faith.
theology,

to a faith

fulfillment

0'

trw t history

tween l'1atthew and Paul.
the

"

and a developing

the Law.

but held that
I

order

in preference

of Gentiles,

raised

~ , "7;0
1JIle erit.r-anc e "to a m gne r s t age

11 '

be gan rt.o discover
a higher

of the Jews proper,

These Jevvish Christians

no objection
o

the moral Law , and in

the prejudices

in the church.

as "God=f'ear-er-a, 11

the impo:rtant fact

'rhose gathered

t.hat the Law was val uable

bethat

in the

around Natthew

but Chrh;t was more valuable.

'I'hoee around Paul fel t the Law was comp.Le
t.eLy in the
dows and here

the variance

'I'he Jev>Ji.shelements
a picture

of the early

fluencecl
the

in Mattbew definitely

message into

JOewish flavor.

undoubtie d.Ly gave the early
70Clarke,

show us
as well

'I'he Gospel of Hatthew has been in-

by one who would not tolerate

Christian

a definite

occurred.

church at a time of strength

as a time of conflict.

sha-

op. cit.,

the pe rversion

a Jewish sect..

This gives

This boas given it
church of its
p.

153.

strength

of
it
and

day added strength.

CHAPrEH III

Several elements point to a definite Jewish flavo r in the Gospel According

be unfair

to l'latthew. Ho'~veveI',
it would

to stop at that point.

Indeed some bave said

that while there is a definite tone of JevJishness about
the work, it also stands out as one of the most universal
documents of the early church literature.

To stay at

either extreme 1JJ'()uld
limit one's understanding as well as
the Gospel's true quality.

But it is certainly worth

every effort to observe the universal element s contained
in the Gospel.

':rheycertainly are there and they have a

great influence

on both the presentation of Jesus Christ

and the reflection

of the early church situation.
CONC:B~Rl'J Ii'OH G}:cNTlLE§

rrhere appears to be an underlyiog concern for
Gent"1
.L.

1
~
~n'ough there
es throw-zhout the Gospe ~•. l!Nen
lJ

l"q
~

U

reference to obedience of the Law and the concentration
of Jesus

I

ministry on the Jewish :people, the=ce is at tih e

same time a reluctance to completely reject the Gentiles.

At points this reluctance becomes a genuine concern for
t;1 .

nose outside Israel.

-56-

-57-

t, h

l\Jl

la 'G.ew presents
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1\he Very nature
JnUst inclUde

of this

all

1thigher

men
if' they will respond

be exclusive.
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to all

mankind.
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intel'_
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for

and helped
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or national lines.
III,.-JhoeverII
seemed to be one of his favorite
expressions.2
men~

seems

Even in

this
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to all nations.
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beyond
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context,
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of the
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-59kingdom exceeds that of the scribes and Pha r i sees,

In

teaching the Lord's ~rayer we do not see Jesus limiting
prayer to class or creed or place.
Considering

the universal element of Jesus' teach-

ing in our Gospel narrative, the Pauline argruuent emphasizing the Gentiles' direct relationship to God may have been
a natural development.

This is the reason Jesus experienced

difficulty with the leaders of Judaism.

C. H. Dodd has

pointed out:
It was because Jesus employed with the utmost
spontaneity and consistency the divine method of unqualified and gracious beneficence even towards the
least worthy, while calling upon men for a righteousness exceeding that of scribes and ~harisees, that
His.m~nist~y bec~me a revolt ag~ins~ the ?~t~onal
rellglon OI the Law, and ended In lilSdea~n.
The author of Matthew's Gospel presents the importance
and significarlCe of the Law but at the same time presents
the unqua Lf Le d "hLghe r ethic 11 of the teachings of J-esus.
'I'h.i s is what forms t he beGinning of a small but significant

universal element for the entire Gospel.
However, it would be incorrect to say that the
Jews had no concern whatsoever for the Gentiles.

If

contempt f'o r the Gentiles and had no concern whatsoever
for an;yone outside .Iu da i srn , it would not have fit the pattern
of the day in any way.

7DOdd,

'I1he

~he Jews were concerned about the

lluthority of frheBible,

QQ.

cit., 214.

-60Gentiles.

They did regard the pagan ways and gods of

the Gentiles with great contempt.

But the people them-

selves were important to the Jews for they were concerned
that eventually others wou l.dcome to know the God of
Israel.

The Judaism of Jesus' day was itself strongly

missionary.8

Josephus, The Book of Acts, and the classi-

~~l writers along with all the extant literature of that
period show how successful and intense was the endeavor
of the Jews to livinGentiles to membership in the synago gue ,
1'1atthew'sGospel itself points this out in the wor-d.s
of
Jesus: !lTvvoe
to you, seribes and Pharisees, hypocrites!
for you traverse sea and land to make a single proselyte.,,9
There really was no issue in J'esus' day about wha t should
be done wi.t h the Gentiles--they
The real issue

,,'JaS

should be converted.

to what sort of .r e.L
igion the Gentiles

should be convertedolO

The Jews were convinced that

Judaism was the one true religion.

They were obsessed

with the conviction that it was destined to become the
universal

reli.gion of the world.

11

No other re1igi.on in

their world and time made any such pretensions or cherished
such aspirations.
8Harvie Branscomb, (.cheTe..a.Q.~t~~
(New
-Nashville: Abingdon-Cokesbrrry Press, 1931), p. 330.

York-

9l'1att.23:15
10Branscomb,

The Teachings of Jesus,

11wIOOI'e,
1
O£.

Cl't.,

p.)~33 .

OPe

cit., p. 330.

-61There seems to be a definite pattern in Matthew
which moves from the Jew to the Gentile.

This is not to

say that Matthew ever completely abandons the Jewish
thought and way of presenting the gospel.

But there is

a pattern which creates the universal strain not to be
noted in some other writings.

During Jesus' earthly

m i.n.i
st r-y ne arly every em_l)ha,sis
viasplaced on dealing with
the Jews only.

But there are some indications of a hint

toward Gentiles' inclusion in the ~uture.

Matthew's

"II

story of the Passion and Resurrection traces the whole
body of gospel tradition to a mission of the Twelve from
I

Galilee without any mention of Jerusalem except as the

. ~I

city which crucified Jesus and drove out his apostles.12

111

, !n

.tt

seems aomewhat strange that such a "Je\rlish
GospeL"

II

Jil

,.,I

does not even infer that James and the mother and brothers of Jesus ever changed their original attitude of unbelief and opposition to him.

\vedo not even find any

indication of a Jerusalem churcho

Jesus' encounters
1

with Gentiles during his early ministry all seem to be
in a pattern of going from Jew to Gentile.
Roman centurion

Praising a

(generally felt to be a Gentile), Jesus

says, "I tell you, many v'!illcome from east and west and
sit at table with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom
of heaven. ,,13 Condemning the Jews as faithless, Jesus
12Bacon, Studies In Hatthew, Q£!._cit., p. 256.
13r'latt.8:11

I

-62represents God as saying to them, IIItell you, the Kingdom
onI

God will be taken away from you and given to a nation

producing the fruits of it."l4

The inference here is that

the Jews were the first to possess the Kingdom but it shall
Pass from Jew to Gentile ~

lrheparable of the wicked husband-

rnen15has been observed as a clear prediction of the Gentile
16
ChUrch which will take the place of rejected Israel.
Clark
f eels

there is a definite difference here from the earlier

o~ of Paul that Gentiles also may be saved by inclumessa~e

sion in the new Israel.

The message here is that Christianity,

now p.re d ominantly Gentile, has displaced Judaism as the true
I srael.17

' . th
Fierce woes are expressed aga1nSv
- e P harisee,

the of'f'
,
lClal
representatives of Judaism, yet one a f

t he

warmect eulogies is bestowed on a Gentile centurion. The
Jews had m.i sse d their opportunity and thereby the Gentiles
The Gentiles are now to be
become ~'n
~ e h ope of the gaspe 1 •
eVarl gelized
.
, and Israel will be saved along with them if
lI'l'he
assurance that the Gentiles
any are to be saved.IS
is the basic message and the Gentile
have displaced the Jews
0;;>

bias of l'1atthew.n19
14Hatrt , 21:43

~nal

16oCO
n
tt ,op. C1...!.,
't
p. 73 •
17
'I B' s In Natthew,"
Kenneth \.J. Clark, nThe Gentl e 4 aa
Of Biblical Literature, LXVI (19 7) 166.
18

Thei G
~

43
l5J.VIatt
21:33•

.'
t The Gospels: Their Orig';
nAnd
Pr-ede r-Lck C. Gran, -d B thers Publishers 1947) p. 1410
(New York: Harper an ro .
"
y

19C1ark, ~cit~,

p. 1720

-63c.hat Ha t t hew presents

It appears

the Law and a

Chri:3tian relationship

to it in such a light

tiles

suddenly

a different

chief

difficulti?s

receive

we see Jesus

was his neglect

to observe

freely

with

"people

laws.

He did not require

custom

of ceremonial

that
these

the

Matthew

does

laws

as such,

neither

in the actions

of Jesus

for universal
it presents

the Pharisees
Jesus mingled

He violated

Jesus

to practice

as being

is he presented

of man rather

Spirit.

though
line

Jesus

of David,

a righteousness

Pharisees

upon

the Law.

prophetic

and messianic

a demand. 21

p.

57.

2lIbid.,

tie follows

p.

58.

to use

apology

such because
from Abraham

begotten

of the

enter

that based

the

by the

this with a series

acts wh i ch show his right

The Story

obedience

the Law.

of those who would

'I'he r e is a kind

20 Goodspeed,

to get at

than strict

as really

than

of

as attempting

attempting

descended

higher

l"c:
.:>

fact

the "first historic

legally

demands

the

critical

Chri::_~tianity.
,,20 It is called
Jesus,

new Kingdom

called

the food

The interesting

to do away with

has been

throughl::;he royal

cit.,

II

J-esus was constantly

Natthew

oR.

land.

One of the

But 'iVedo not see lVlatthe'J'l
attempting

the teachings

such

with

his disciples

not present

the motive

Holy

having

hand-washing.

them.

of the Law.

perspective.

some of the laws.

of t.ae

to destroy

that tIle Gen-

of goodness

of

to make

emphasized

of The New Testament,

to which racial and national distinctions were irrelevant.
The stricter Pharisees opposed this for it threatened them
with the universalization

of their ethics.

Such a message

could not be so well presented if the Gospel had no Jewish
flavor.

Because of t.h i s new relationship to the Law , Gen-

tiles are more prone to become a part of the mission of the
gospel.

The narratives of the healing of the Jewish leper,

who .is told to

observe the Lavv? and of the c ent.ur-Ie.n
's

servant, who is shewn by J"esus' wo.rd s to be wo rt hy of the
Kingdom,

are interestingly placed in Matthew.

They come

immediately

after the sermon in which Christ sets forth the

Christian's

relationship

to the Jewish ~aw.22

I"r

Surely there

is a message here which points to the universal element being a necessity in the gospel which 1fJaSpresented first to

:1
~I

II

the Jews.

I'

If such a universal emphasis was in the thinking of

,I

"

the writer of the Gospel of Matthew, this may be the reason
for the use of several sources.

,I

I'

It was necessary to put
I.

sources with a Jewish influence side-by-side with Gentile
influenced

sources in order to fully grasp the total sig-

nificance of Jesus' message to the world.

It has been

pointed out that the feeding of the four thousand23 is
probably intended as a miracle done among the Gentiles to
parallel

the feeding of the five thousand,24 which was
22Pl
~ urooler,Ope

Cl't .,

23Matt• 15:32-39

p.

127.
24Natto lL~:13-2l

I
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for t he Jews.-25

Originally these were probably separate

trad'
.
- ltlons
of the same event.
UC",e
'
d

the (~ source heavily.

reCognized in Q.

\,le

are sure that l'Iatthew

The Gentiles were certainly

That document was very universalistic in

It declared that many would come from all direc-

Outlook.

tions and lie down in the Kingdom of God. 26
are sure 1y handpicked
With

t he

The sources

in order to compare the univer.sal

Jewish.
THE HELLENISTIC

nffITJUENG'E

concern for Gentiles in Matthew comes largely

rrhe

from an influence which penetrated both Judaism and the
early church.

This influence was the Hellenistic force

which seemed to be so prevalent at that particular time.
The G reeks had entered into a great deal of the life and
'w
of the early church time.
tho'l1
P'ht

'1lhis contributed a Hel-

influence even to the writing of a Gospel.
len'lZlng
,

Some

Of th e scriptural quotations in Natthe1tJSuggest knowledge
Of Hebrew.

Yet the ability to handle Gree:cra
}
ther we 11

and t a Use the Greek version of the Old Testament gives the
t th
'~
mo_re than J'ust an old-line
imPreSSion th
-ae '\,vrl-ver
vlaS
Jew. it is true he could well have been a Jew, but he
was probabLy
'. '~ a Hellenistic Jew. 27 We regard stephen as
C ,t'
n of "vi h'r cn we have
the f'lr t
S
S outspoken Hellenistic hrl la

---------------1

--------------------------------'
25

Johnson, .£p .. cit..!,.,
p. 4L~4.
26
" d TIleLa_w, _9p. ci~,
ranscomb,
~~~e~s~u~S~l~in~~~----B
271Il
'I son, £P. cit., p. 165·
-0

p. 217.
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which comes

close

to b e found

18

~~'
v
v v a ~vjTpe o'f' t'ncug h~'C
QU~JOr-~es~ed
~ha+

._~
~
It ha
Q bepn

a record.

in the address

There

tYrdorn.28

to the theology

is much

evidence

longed to the Hellenistic
Wing of. t he
' early
ra Pld
. spread

\.,[e

arOund James

the G ospel

rather

of the faith

which would

suggest

that

read

in Paul's

in Jerusalem

t the older
gle ao-C;aln,s
,

letters

~_ one would
WhiCh

and the
Jerusalem

in all its love for
of the church gathered

being very zealous-or
f

This Gospel
orthodoXY,

in this Gospel

and quite

Church

Jewish

the Law.

such as thiS would not have produced

of rla t t hew-

. s reflected
Dlise

than to the strictly

is taken for granted.

the Jewish

a community

Character

before his mar-

church. 2°") The GGntile mission

'" represented
alwayc'

SUrely

of stephen

uu
~
of IVla~~hew
caIne f'rom a Ch rlS
. t'lan group Wh'lch be-

th e Gospel

the Law.

of the Gospel of IJlatthew

seems to reflect

There are definite

a strugcompro-

which are rlellenistic in

out of accord vvi th the Jacobean

find in the Jerusalem

teaching

church or a church

as

concerning
strictly J -ewish as it was. 30 Consider the s-vory
~
ent of
It is the sort of story that the
Pay'U
the temple tax.
Bell '
b
. h d
It
en lsts might have created or at least c .erlS e •
I

•

flatly denies
ciOl e,

'out

J:

111"
(

J.~ewy

of the temple on Christians

the claim

.'
permlts

ChriS

on prin-

t'
to sun,pO_Y'tit as a matter
lans'
~-

28'i:j'd

of

d P 'nl'
J euS In The Gospel of Natthew
war
• 1:) all', _e>::> .
)
142
ork--Nashvi11e:
Abingdon PreSs, 1960 , p.
•
29
~ _, The Law
_on. ci t., 9ll.· vi.
ranscomb,
~~e~s~u~s~~~~~n~u~~----,~
B
.L:J

30Kennard,

Ope

cit~, p. 243·
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There is an influence in Matthew to degrade

the kosher food laws which had be come a key issue betwe eu
the Jacobean:::,
and other communities.

Likewise IVlatthew's

onslaughts against the 2harisees were not at all what could
be expected from Jet'dsh environment unless there was a
definite Hellenistic

influence.

'I'he r-e also is the point of ethical emphasis to be

considered.

In chapter 25 Jesus points to ethical tests

as reluirements

for heaven.

Montefiore points out that

the Synagogue became more purely ethical in its tests for
all men sooner than the Church.32
Christians

Hellenistic Jewish

could have been responsible for the ethical em-

phasis in the Gospel of Matthew.
the strong universal

This would account for

element.

The 11e11enistic influence found in rvIatthewappears
to have taken the former Jewish teachings in some instances,
and carried them to another sphere of life and thought which
is more universal.
Hellenistic

The rise of the Gentile church and the

Synagogue were phenomena wh.i ch produced a need

to either do away with the former way of life or c~rry it
further into a more universal realm.

The church which

surrounded the vvriting of J:1atthev,T
may have had many backgrounds represented.
3lBlair,

OPe

32Montefiore,

These backgrounds may have harmonized
cit., p. 149.
.
7,:z.8.
aD. Clt.,
p. /~

-68in the Hellenization
Jerusalem

wh i ch could have taken place.

~vhen

fell in 70 A.D., the JevJs,many of them, were

scattered in all directions.
nationality

Many of them lost their

and probably becrurre
merged with the Gentiles.

It stands to reason that many may have become Christians.
For instance, it is difficult to explain some fe8tures in
the rise of Christianity

in Edessa--unless

pose that the congregation

one might sup-

at first was made up largely of

converted Jews.33

These Jews would have been subject to

much Hellenization

by their envirorunent.Fi.ather than com-

pletely forget their former Jewish thinking about the importance of the Law, it would seem much more natural to
permi t~ a rethinking

to take place.

l1:hiscould have resuIted

in events and teachings wh i ch were familiar either being
extended from strict Jewish interpretation to Gentile ino Lu o.i.o
n or reinterpretation

in a Hellenistic light.
7,LJ-

records Jesus' words about divorce./
exception

IVlatthew

In this record an

is made which is not to be found in the parallel

passage of Mark.

One exception is allowed to the universal

rule: when a man divorces his wife on the grounds of uuchastity, and marries another, t he word adultery is out of
place.

111he former marriage

words from J-esus himself.

is null.

Ha t t.hew shows this as

1N11enJ"esus first spoke these wor-d
s

(which are probably more correctly quoted in Nark) he was

33p• Crawford Burkitt, The Gospel History And Its
Transmission (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark; 1906), p. 1720
34l"'Iatt.

5: 32; 19:9
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1

-

of the original

teaching.35

~ has been
It a lao
feed-'lng of the four
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that the story of the
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ve_r _
s i on of the story of the feeding

lenized

tl10Usand , in which

as a

t ype
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to

of

the miracle

the eucharist.36
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.-
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r
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1.13
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Judaism

:L'l.kewis~ the universalistic

this would account

(or

This
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- n a

as represented

37
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note in Matthew
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for

r
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'
H 11 'S t
nSlder the author to be ae
enl
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0
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to the Greeks

alsO."
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--------------------------------------------35Cl arke, Ope
:PI" _.
~.
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ci't!_,

p. 60.
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··t l
Press
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, p.
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37 Blair,

Ope

1

cit ...l. pp. 158- 59.
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the author
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38Ibid•
7,9

~ Scott,

OPe

cit.,
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One of the most universal affirmations found anywhere in the New Testament comes at the conclusion of the
Gospel of Hatthew.

This has commonly been referred to

throu:.:;hout
the Christian era as the Great Commission.
is no hesitation

or uncertainty

'I'he
re

about the account as it is

recorded:
And Jesus came and said to them, llallauthority Ln
heaven and on earth has been given to me. Go
therefore and make discip18s of all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the J?ather and of
the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to
observe all that I have commanded you; and 10'+11
am vIith you always, to the close of the age. If
This is recorded as having been spoken by Jesus after his
resurrection
heaven.

and immediately p r-e ce ci..Lng his ascension into

Matthew leaves no doubt that the final instruction

left by Jesus contains a universal emphn si s,

1.'11i3
universal

element seems to be placed in the Gospel as a grand climax
for all that has been told before.

Mark, as we have it now,

breaks off at 16:8 with the women fleeing frightened from
the t omb and telling nobody because theY'flere afraid.
is, therefore,

no Great Commission.

'I'he re

I'Iatthevv
at this point

goes steadily on with the appearance of Jesus, the return
of the disciples

to Galilee, and the Great Commission.

his late st study on l"latthew,Goodspeed is convinced that
Matthew gives us the original conclusion to Mark.
41Matt• 28:18-20

In

- 7"',
c::::It is very clear that this was the conclusion
of Hark, which l'latthew has faithfully
taken over,
as his previous
use of 14:28 and 16:7 clearly
requires,
so that we can actually,
with a fair degree
of c er t a i.ut.y , recover
the closing
twelve lines of
f/lark from rvIatthel'l' s faithful
use of them in 28:8,
9, 16-20, and thus in a very convincing way bring
the earliest
Gospel back to its first-century
completeness. L~2
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47Ibid•
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"it
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be preached
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after

accomplished.

Jews,

is

continually

nations.

until

could

the

This

calls

the

and resurreition

had been

lived

all

be completed

Naturally
it

to

Even though
h.iuee Lf , when

lIJit11 unwa she d hands

declaration

that

de st.r oy the

the

unworthy

Lord
tenants,

not
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49Samuel 1'1* Zwemer, Into All The World
(Grand Rapids,
Zondervan Publishing
House, 1943), p , 51
50Ibid.
5lDodd,

About

52Goodspeed,

The Gospels,
I'latthew

Ope

A-oostle,

cit.,
op • cit.,

p.

34.
p.

129.

-76seems a logical conclusion
the universal

in the dmvning wh.i.chwill bring

element into light.

Gre2,t Commission

This is the need for the

at the end of the Gospel.

Kilpatrick

points out that the implication of 21:21-22:14 (all in
o l
' seeJilS
also to indicate a forecast of the converparao_es)

sian of the Gentiles.

He also feels that 21:28-32, even

though concerned with the publicans and harlots, considered
in conjunction
missionary

with the two following stories indicates a

sympathy.

This appears also in the Hatthean

form of the Wedding Feast.

The invitation has been refused

by those first invited und others were brought in off the
roads in their stead.53
Even though the Gospel of Matthew contains a strong
Jewish emphasis, when we consider the Gospel in its total
context, we can see the universal elements corningforth in
a vJay which leaves no doubt about who is included in the
Christian

message.

The mission to the Jews was the first

approach by Jesus.. But the ultimate outcome must be observed by the total scope of Matthew's narrative--to take
the gospel !linto all the world.rI

53V"1
"t· ., p. 118 •
.l.,-l pa t"ru.c k , op.. cJ.

A PORTRAIT OF AN tGAP-LYCHURCH
It seems to be reasonably certain that the Gospel
According
book.

II

to l'latthewis what would be called a "chur-ch

Considering

the date and sources wh i ch are reflected

by the general character of the book, there is evidence
that there is a church behind it.

It seems to have grown

in part out of the life of the early church and it certainly
has elements in it wh.ich can minister to the needs of a
church.

Traditional

interpretations

materials have been used and definite

have been applied to them which obviously

reflect some cormnunity or group thought.
LI.F}£IN AN EARIJY CHURCH
Differences

in the vmy certain passages are expressed

in Matthew from their counterparts in other Gospels have been
examined.

These variations

Ivlat;thew's
day.

IDay be reflecting the church in

Allen has pointed out that in l'1atthewpara-

dox sometimes has been interpreted as literal truth and to
some extent the sayings in process of transmission may very
well have received accretions arising out of the necessities
of a particular

church life.l

All of the observations which

1A11en, 0E. cit., p. 320.
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-78have been examined as well as many other features point to
the possibility

of a wealth of information being received

about early church life in the re ad.i
ng of this cu t st.andd.ng
Gospel.

C. H. Dodd is convinced that the second century

church looked bacL upon its own formative period, (which
is the period which Matthew in part reflects) and made
its canon of Scripture
directly represented

out of t.ho se 'tJritingswhich most

the spiritual forces active in that

. d •2
perlo

It is my purpose at this point to make some suggestions as to just what may possibly be seen as characteristic of the early church int;he Gospel of l"latthew. 'l'he re
are some traits and items of interest which can be placed
in a list of church characteristics.
Life in an early church seems to be clearly seen as
the Gospel

.'" examined carefully.

l·c:'

tihe church is the organizational
possibly

been represented

is especially
Matthew

A part of this life within
structure which may have

in our aut.horSs church.

intere sted in the Church.

rlatt.hew

(rheGospel of

is, in fact, the only one of the Synoptic Gospels

which uses the word "Cbu rc.h" at all.
Oaesarea Philippi

Peter I s confession at

is recorded in i'larkand Luke.

But only

the account given in T/latthevJ
me nt.Lon s the Church as J"esus'
response to this confession.

2Dodd, {rhe Authority

Likewise it is only in Matthew

Of The Bible,

00.

cit., p. 202.

-79that disputes are referred to the Church to be settled.
Here is an indication

that the church had developed a

definite organizational
uations.

According

life which could handle such sit-

to the way our author writes, the church

had become not only a great organization ~nd institution,
but it had also become the dominant fact in the life of the
Christian. 3

'I'hechurch had become something more than just

the identification

mark of a group of men and women who had

possessed what they termed litheHoly Spirit.ll It had become
organized to deal with the life situations of those within
it.

Bacon says that Matthew was written not only in the

shadovvs of an or;:;anizedchurch, but it was written in an
effort to llperpetuate the scribal system in the Church by
bestowing

on Peter an office corresponding to the presidency

of a college of scribes.1I4
place before the writing.
are presented
requires

Organization had certainly taken
Reading the way different ideas

in rIatthew vve can sense an environment wh i ch

some kind of church organization.

organized

Just how weLl,

the church behind hatthew was is difficult to tell.

But it is very possible

that Catholic Christianity could be

in the dawning of the environment from wh.ich the author
3Barclay,
4Bacon,

op. cit., p. xxvi

Studies In Matthew, 0E. cit., p. 131.

f
-80wrote.5

For this reason the u-ospe.
"
.l of Matthew became the most

influen"tial of the three--it

the favorite of the Church.

It is certainly probable that the passages in Matthew
wh.ich show such a marked interest in the organization of the
church are the wo r-k of the au thor.

Jut

necessarily

Hore than likely they

that he composed them.

it uo es not follow

rest on church tradition or special sources which show the
actual contemporary
amination

life of the church. 6

'I'h rough an ex-

of the Gospel of Hatt hew we can get a clear glimpse

of a church life which "Knew and depended upon organization.
An even more evident characteristic of the life of
an early chur-ch urh.t ch we can share in lvlatthevv
is that of

1:JOl'-

ship" [The church has aLu ay s been an institution which gathered
for worship.

Worship is the central theme of the love of God

which stimulates man to serve.

Matthew gives evidence of a

definite worship life in the early church.

The arrangement

of the book in itself gives evidence that it could have
easily been used as a worship aid.

In its arran3ement the

book can easily be separated into sections for reading in
It was the practice of the ear-Li.e
st church
to read in worship
experience.

that which was co@non to their religious

It is Kilpatrick's

opinion that the Gospel of

c:

/1::)O"p'"
.ct
_ G S

,

Q£.!. cit., p. 232 .

op. cit., p. 184
7Johnson,

op. cit., p. 232

,--

-81Mark

and

the

20 years)
this

Q and M were read repeatedly

sources

in the church

is so, the very

in the Gospel
nection

wtth

tells

material

was being

church.

In fact

Gospel

that

worship.
used

in public

written

in public

worship.

It is his

author

tics

of the

sermon

and

writini,?;for t.h ls very
sure

not

use

the Gospel

written

i"WTship in the early
But

purpose.

the f act

motive

tells

'l 11.isgives
l

Bacon,

that

the final
the author

us a good

fact

sugl~;et)tsthat he was

tie used

some of the ntrea-

for the homiletic

in the future.

is still

picture

open

9

and

vJhether or
of aiding

to opinton.

c on s i der such a

on the account
in Jerusalem,lO

op_

9Ibid., p , 99.
l°rvIatt. 26:20-26

in an early

of life

of Hatt11.ew the group

8Kilpatrick,

f o r- use

characteris-

for the sole purpose

church

of

wo rs h i.p mat e r-aa L wh i.c h is included.

of tine

Passover

purpose

that the very

it is _l:Jossibleto even

.in commenting

that the

liturgy

so many

material

of the Gospel
was

retains

the liturgy

of the pastil to supply

li turgical

contention

of the Gospel

cit.,

church.

of the :Eucharist at
is convinced

surely
p.

of

of the early

w i.t.ha defintte

church

in con-

us what kind

for the express

the early

the

it fulftlled

worship

If

are included

is of the opinion

supplying

that

whtch

It also tells

Kilpatrick

of l"IatthevJwas

Hatthe1t1belonged.

such passages

of the need

public

8

to which

fact

(over

700

that to

symbolized

the

l
-82formation
'I'h i

of the primitive

Brotherhood described in Acts 1_5.11

s becolllesa part of the worship liturgy.

more material

commendable

to liturgy and worah.i.p
in lVlatthew

than in the earlier hark.
been written
collection

There is much

lfiheGospel of I'Iatthewmay have

in order to replace Mark--not to add to a

of Gospels.

There was a period when a single

Gospel had the dominant liturgical position in the Church;
the composing

of the Diatessaron was a belated effort to

save the one-Gospel

system.12

We can even realize a change in the liturgy of the
early church when we read I'latthewin comparison with earlier
Christian

literature.

~here has been so~e speculation con-

eerning the authenticity
elusion of Matthew.

of the Great Com:mission at the con-

But whether it is a part of the origi-

nal or some thins added by the later church, there is still
evidence

of a change in thought and liturgy.

Verse 19 pre-

sents Jesus saying, IIGotherefore and make disciples of all
nations, baptizing

them in the name of the Father and of

the Son and of the Holy Spirit.

II

'I'he concept of the

;rrinity is here advanced in a liturgical fashion.
verse is evidence
used in baptism

'rhis

that the threefold name is coming to be

in place of the earlier formula wh i ch we

read the church originally

used at such a time.13

llB acon, Studies In Matthew, Ope cit., p.

"'Ie

222.

l2philip Carrington, The Primit;ive Christian Calendar
(Cambridge: The University Press, 1952), p. 31.
l3JohnsOn,

Ope cit.,

-83know

the earliest
lL~

Jesus.

church

'The author

II

baptized,

!lin the name of the Lord

of the Gospel was either

1.'lJhat
had been

done or was beginning

of the church

of his day.

highly

treasured

ship,

their

liturgy

would

emphasize

than wha t they

would

include

Surely

everything

already

church's

use

the form

in which

had.

of the Gospel
this

There

in a definite

which
re-

form

that the

in worship

appears

wor-

of Matthew

is evidence

tradition

tradition

in their
available

The Gospel

that more was desired

wa s very

tradition

church.

this tradition.

t he fact

flects

to be done in the liturgy

The Gospel

-by the early

reflecting

did affect

in our Gospels

today.15
We can also
flected

in the way evangelism

of 1\1atthew. This
bulk

see the life of an early

Gospel

of the teachings

attempting

to present

the thoughts

is presented

gives,

of Jesus
Jesus

of men rather

line

of the activities

of his life.

make

Christ

several
definite
They

real

important
reference

are to share

kingdom.

Some
l4Acts

in thB church
sayings

Our author

to challenge

2:38;
OPe

cit.,

p.

39.

There are

of the Gentiles.

considered

8:16

to

J'esus seems to make

in the joys and privileges
have

out-

He is attempting

of his day.

in which

is

than only a bare

to the conversion

scholars

l5Blair,

than lVlark,the

in his effort

and ways

re-

in the Gospel

much more
himself.

church

of the future

these in comparison

-84wi th

other

s ay l ug s wh.ich seew to

'I'he se acho Lar s have
c onc e r-nLn.j Gentile
of

doubtful

exact
the

church.
has

of J-esus
IS

well

accepted

to

ve rae s recall
1Je may see

fined

its

earliest

clear

that

the

a.ry charge
Church.
which

to

Matthew

all

men to

see

this

faith

had not
powers.

in

portrayed

and Gentiles
a divine

reflects

alike.

human being
only

a chu r ch

to

which

passages

may

It may be that

the

original
Gentiles
this

but

reluc-

in 1'1atthew a chu'rch whi.cn conto

the

Jews;

intended
the

the

practice
the

l' C
,...I

one wh.ich is
,-',I
Gou

in ways that
is

of

the mission-

born
but

men by the

evangelism
to

w i.n

..

by Jews

as the
of

quite

of the

salvation

understood

presented

origin
to

is

attempting

vIray of

S

are

wno had been

a supernatural

whole

it

chur-ch Goncerning

as

J-esus

but

and experience

of

Jesus

tie was revealed

of

The conflict

Gen.t m Les overcame

the

evangelist

'1'1:1econdition

experiences

church.

mission

form"

much the

[:30

unwi Ll Lugne s s of the

a;tivity

'[;0

later

sent

in ria tt.hew is

an early

reflected

apply

not

mission.

on the

that

theirtJre

J ew.iah and universal

the

embark

jon

do the

Gentile

emphases ..

a number of

reflected

the

represent

church

t.anc e ,

they

a h'i s t o r'y of

some verses

later

the

between

reflect

J'evJish

as

opposite

'I'he y reflect

':eIle church

we considered

that

c onv er-si.on are,

aut.hent Lc i.t.y .

words

which

concluded

have

Son of God--

a v i r-gi n-o-who

also
Father

miraculous
so that

they

-85might understand. and. be saved.
divine

savior

a common

come to earth for the redemption

idea in the syncretistic

l'1atthevvpresents
understood
reflects

an evangelism

as would have been

The Gospel of l1atthew
in the life

in the early church are also re-

\Jhatever else the Gospel may have been VJTitten

ing in the early

in some ways used as a tool for teach-

church.

pha s.ized the role played

New Testament

the church

we can safely

obviously

used

conclude

the teachinzs

the meaning

The Gospel

of Natthew

Its division

it came, as well as about

that the church there reflected
of Jesus in instructing

and implications
is written

call to mind the method

Rabbinical

schools

"teachableTt way.

of teaching

of the day of Jesus.

of all education

converts

of their new faith.lS

in a very

conclusion

well be used

in the

tell us

into five parts plus an introduction

part

has em-

community

Since the Gospels

from which

concerning

scholarship

by the Christian

of all our Gospels.

much about

intricate

of the period.17

for both Jews and Gentiles

methods

to be, it was surely

creation

alike.

of men was

of its day.

Teaching
flected.

religions

Jesus with such concepts

by J'evvsand. Gentiles

of the church

Jesus,

Such a !lSon of God!! as a

and a

in the

IVlemorization was an

proc.edures and fJiatthewcould

in such a v.Jay_ In the church of l''latthew'sday

17Benjamin W. Bacon, ffhe Gospel of The Hellenists
(New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1933), p. 110.

-86the teachings

of Jesus

and as essential

written

a paper

be found

are present,

he is convinced

that teachers
concerned

of the early

for effective

an eye to their
dition

of oral

There
the Gospel

Jews

are also traces

of that time were

3criptures

were

authori ty.

C.

lvlatthew's Gospel
in mind

Ope

when

he wrote.

method

rIatthew came.
of church

inspired

discipline

more

"Hatt.he

found

in

character
'The

that the Old Testament

and each author

is convinced

had much

are

the importance

in the teaching

all convinced

'I'o r-r-ey

the tra-

and clear

of its tone of authority.

divinely
C.

and with

and less for the

It is this diSCipline

Hat.t.he w much

II

arran3ed

'I'h.i s also assumes

of Matthew.

wh.i ch gives

~urpose

from which

is

that Je::ms' teachings

and memorization

church

are to

church were

ai~ both memory

'I'h i.s assumes

instruction

which

has

an an swe r as to why they

Jewish-Christian

would

accuracy.

of the early

patterns

that a good possibility

for the teaching

chronological

Filson

form in J'esus' saying,

which

.
1°
11
un(Lerstanding.
/
more

material.

use in oral instruction,

in patterns

arranged

of Mark

the broken

In seeking

This is why

The Gospel

in teaching

concerning

in Matthew.

held in high regard

to know.

to be sufficient.

but not adequate

t300d

apparently

for the convert

Mark was not felt
was

were

that

spoke with

the 1tlri
tel' of

t.han mere teachinlc!;
material
w writes

19?'ilson, "Br-o ke n Patterns
cit., p. 231.

as an Israelite

In '1'11e
Gospel

of hatthew,

11

-8?prophet, conscious of the same divine guidance wni.c
h was
granted to hi.s predecessors.,,20 If this is so, there must
have been some obvious reasons related to authority back of
such a document.

The Gospel includes many directions for

Christians of its day.

Almsgiving, prayer and fasting,

marriage and divorce, rules for conduct toward children and
brethren, and injunctions to be faithful under persecution
are all carefully included in Matthew.

This Gospel reflects

a church which has high standards and strict discipline over
its members.-~l The church had developed to the point where
it was dealing with many problem

areas of discipline.

example is in the situation of divorce.

One

An exception was

allowed in the otherwise absolute prohibition of divorce,
The Gospel places the words in Jesus' mouth.

However, in

the earlier Marean account there is no such exception spoken
by Jesus.

'I'hi.s seems to be a problem of church discipline

with which Matthew is dealing.
had arisen in the church.

The problem of unfaithfulness

Thus, discipline was not only

projected by the church, it was probably also expected by
the people of the church.

'I'he church is the con2:re[.?;ation
of

the l"Tessiah'schosen ones who are the "new Lsr-ae L" within
the larger body of the elect nation, though it is destined
.
1u.e
d
t o lnc

~ f-'
~en~lles
a1so. 22
-i

This is the reason that

20Charles Cutler Torry, Documents of the Primitive
Church, (New York and London:Harper and Brothers Publishers,
1941), p. LI-3.
22Ibid•
21G ran,t Ope
- Cl.t ., p. 1/12
0-

'T

-88Christianity is presented as the New LawQ

The Jewish people

had always known a code which had led them in their daily conduct.

.1\.

new law is presented

;3.S

of the people of the new order.

J-esusproclaims the traits
On many points of daily

life debatable ques t.Lotisof conduct wou.l
d arise.

Christians

felt the need of rules which mi3ht give them a guide for
their actions.

In no book of our New Testament is the

concept of a New Law for Christians so outstanding as in
11atthew.23 \1e can see the disciplined conduct of early
church members more prominently in IVlatthewthan any other
Gospel.

It must have been written in reflection of what the

early church experienced.

THOUGHT

IN AN ElI.HLYCHUHCH

We have affirmed the fact that is is probable that
several sources were used in writing the Gospel of Matthew.
\,Je
have also considered the fact that we do not know who the
author of the Gospel was for certain as it is written anonyrnously. Streeter is convinced that in a work of this kind
anonymity implies that it wa s o:ciginally compiled for the
u ae of some particular
a reliable authority. 24

church whi.c
h accep t ed it at once as
Both the authorship and sources of

the Gospel apparently reflects something which the conternporary church had confidence in.
23Burkitt, Ope
2L~

Streeter, Ope

It must have reflected

cit., p. 190.
cit., p. 500.

-89the current

thouGht

may thecefore
but perhaps
early

of the surrounding

observe
we also

early

not only church

can probe

church.

We

life in this }ospel,

into the very thought

of the

church.
It rni:!;ht
well

was molded
message

by the traditions

entirely.

probably

be tiJat the thOU[;1:1t
of the early

When

necessary

which

our Gospels

to make

knowledge

of the life

sifting

scattered

fragments

of the basic

ar-gument s against

Go eo eL is in the fact
church

tradition

record

of Jesus

of the Church's

by collecting

apostolic
:3sem;3

authorship

to be

in the entire

<30

J.

could

not have been

and

written

One

of our

much

writing.

Hatthe~J is com oa.red with rlark it seems obvious
former

it was

of the oral tradition.25

that there

reflected

the Christian

were written,

an adequate

traditional
the

had surrounded

church

early

~fhen

that the

by an eye-witness

because

r;r

it is auc h a c o.npenda.um
work

of editorship,

of church

not the personal

ticipant.

'I'h e Gospel

fact

is some opinion

there

nothing

more

than

exp er t.Ly edited.
fore

Knox

oralbradi

250scar
The Westminster

is filled
that

a collection

him a collection

that from

t r-adit.Lon ,LO

observations

\'ii
bh church
the Gos)sl
of various

IJ.'his
L:; the
of a par-

tradition.
of Matthew

In
is

traditions,

is convi.nced that i'lal:;the1;J
had beof i1testimoniall and that he added

~)7

cion. L

Ilrudition which

Cullmann, 'rhe Early Church
Press, 1956), p. 43.
cit. , o . 2L~2
.C

had

gI'O'IJTl

to
up

(Philadelphia:

-90around the church in wh i ch the author was writing must have
entered into the total picture.

This may have been the

oral tradition which scholars repeatedly mention.
One of the elements of tradition which we can see
in Matthew is that bulk of teaching which contains the
particularistic

emphases of the Gospel.

It is felt by some

that this is an inheritance from primitive tradition, not
28
necessarily reflecting the point of view of the readers.
~he point of view of the readers might reflect the tradition
which is in the opposite direction but just as evident in
the Gospel of Matthew.

We see several references of the

universal element in Matthew and this is carried into a
grand climax for the entire work.
Great Commission

'I'h
i s tradi tion of the

and those passages in harmony with it

might well be the tradition of the "home church. II
\ve can see the teaching of the early church reflected in Matthew which goes beyond mere method.

We can

see a formation of theology and a depth into what was being
taught in an early church.

In this Gospel other material

has been wov en into Hark and Q which has a great insight
into Christian teaching.
but

SOille

Some of this material is haggadic,

of it is plainly drawn from early Christian teach-

ing and exegesis.29

One of the most obvious trains of

28Bl alr,
"
Ope

C1"t .,

29Grant, Ope

cit., p. 146.

p.

33.

-91thought

in the teaching

reflected

comparison

oj:'the teachings

'I'he Gospel

regards

must

henceforth

in 1srael.30

had been

only f'ama i.Lar-with
fected,
make

but

we can begin

valid

we consider

in their

what

seems

to be inconsistencies

seat.31

Moses'
stood

only

formulative

was taking

concerning

to either

concerning

going

passage

as an expression

for the law.' 1132 Easton

thought

of the church

mission.

Several

?

Scott,

31Natt.

is here

of the theology

sitting

on

of Jesus

them

'all

s.ay i.ng that the

in this Gospel.
of the early

has to do withbhe

"1 am come. 1,33 Harnack
"'0

had made

can be observed

sayings

exam i ne s the

of the later Palestinian

zealous

Matthew

to understand

that this can be under-

"when a g~rowing conservatism

in

they

We can compare

and Pharisees

church,

reflected

reflects

the direction

Easton

or

epa.

the Gospel

and begin

p lac e ,

the scribes

part

take its place

theology8

He is convinced

Another

the Law of 1"'Ioses
af-

the teachings

to speculate

that

a people1,vho were not

in the Christian

were

the growth

as the Law of noses

a "ltJay
of life which

it continuously

the

as the Im·J which

of Jesus

in the church,

something

concerns

and the Law of Hoses.

This reflects

expected

When

of Jesus

the teaching

be valid

in Matthew

nature

begin

and some other

with

church

of Jesus'

the words,

scholars

are inclined

Ope cit., p. 66.
23:2ff

32Burton Scott Ea.ston, Tb_e Gospel Before '_[Ihe
Gosoels
(New York: Charles Scribne~s Sons, 1928), p. 107.
33Matt•

5:17; 10:35

-92to doubt

the genuineness

deal with
(~ite

the

specific

controversial

great

interest

early

church

nature

whether

such statements.

of Jesus'

of Jesus'

7,4
church ..
""

to the early

they

It is

mission.

or not Jesus would

But the nature

thought

eay i.ng s because

of these

have made

mission

was of

It seems clear that

was in the direction

of Jesus'

mission

and its meaning.
There
Gospel

are two important

of f[atthew.

conununity).

Grant

They
feels

buil t on J-e1,v-ish
lines
and the Community.?
reflected

in Matthew

problems

that the author's

is

its two foci being

is more

formula

practical

found

ited Jewish

in God,

experience

and empirical

he is writing.

in the Great Commission

of the converts

their

the Law

than speculative.

interests

conununity where

up the experience
faith

theology

':Chiswou Ld say that; the theology

of the actual

the baptismal

(or

w.it h the practical

He is concerned

in the

are the Law and the church

with

7,5

considerations

and combine

their new faith

of the Holy

Spirit

which

Even

may sum

t.heir inher-

in the Son, and
had been

"given"

them.36
A basic
reflected

thought

which

we see in an early church

by MatthevJ" is the t.hougrrtof an on-going

The church

has become

3~J o h nson,
35Grant,
36Ibid.

op.

all-important
Cl"t .,

p. 2Ql
'7.

QQ. cit., p. 150.

church.

and the progress

and

-93future

of that

are a part

church

of it.

which reflects
Jesus

himself

binds

them

Even

early
many

and sayings

years

has been

have

of the concern
r[lhisGospel
Christian

been

cept as forming
in Galilee.

because

wh i.c
h is unis told through

it in final form.

of the everlasting

for the on-going

church

In Mark's

the resurrection

the necessary

Neither

gospel

everything

is writing

leads

at a later
beyond

37Bacon,

to

lv'lark
I s
Gospel
and IVlatthewrose

Gospel

with

no great em-

or the empty tomb,

transition

to the final

that

of the risen

found

Studies

for a church
in tlark.

In Matthew,

which

Matthew
"vas needing

Therefore

Ope

to

'I'h i s is

Christ.

up to the "parousia.!1

date

ex-

event

doe s i'larlc
feel any real importance

of an appearance

something

other early

a treasure

produced

tells

in his mind.

to many

age and environment. 37

is laid upon

a record

present

This treasure

accounts.

wh.ich

by the author

An exa.mple of this fact is in connection

the resurrection

of

The way the traditions

church

the adaptation

to be revised

phasis

is a purpose

and edited

compared

of the age which

to do it.

there

the very words

is far more tnan a recollection

writings.

the post-apostolic

is abund.arrtmaterial

in the past.

late

of those who now

and indeed

but it holds

in any other

IVlatthe,,'T
shows

had

which

inserted

is rather

there

before,

of an on-going

writings,

the story

though

tradition

all together

of that which

known

is in the thought

l"latthew

cit., p. 261.

-9/+vi.e
ws the whole matter of the resurrection differently. 38
We have in Matthew a portrait of Jesus which is so drawn
as to challenge Christians to moral and spiritual growth
in order to be prepared for the Kingdom of Heaven.
church in a later time needed this.

A

'I'ho
se in the church

must possess the higher righteousness--be inwardly, not
simply externally,

good.

Those who are like Jesus will

enter the Kingdom of Heaven.

The on-going church must

have those in it who are preparing to enter this Kingdom.
The Kingdom
church.

seems almost to become identified with the

':[Ihere
appears to be an age reflected when the

church was becoming a power in the wor Ld , with a mighty
future plainly before it, and the loyalty of many Christians
had become evident in the community.

But Scott speculates

that this loyalty was to the community itself.

C['hey
were

proud to belong to the community and in their pride forgot what it really stood for.

Our Gospel writer seems to

be probing for more than devotion to the church for its
own sake.

He want s to make it clear what it means to be

in the church, what it stands for and why its members must
be faithful to it.
representing

So he identifies it with the Kingdom--

the Kingdom of God on earth.39

The great

38Robert Henry Lightfoot, Locality And Doctrine In
The Gospels (New York and London: Harper and Brothers
Publishers, 1938), p. 67.
39T£rnest Findlay Scott, 'rhePurpose Of rI'he
Gos_Qels
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1949), p. 133.

-95purpose
for

for

which

any separate

or anywhere
emphasis

on the

inward

'I'he church
ing

church,

good fruit

the

rise

above

interpretation
dedication

of both

a time

place.

the

It

This

the

trut~

in

40

was the

the

J-ews,

truth

for

the

41

for

gospel

motive

of bearmotive

on both
could

sides

church

any partial

one in which

message

of love

and

be fai::rly

on-going

for

is

and Jews.

a genuine

church

but

im'Jard

for

!.[lhenation

Gentiles

st.and s , not

of the

the

responsibilities

a concern

this.

continual

reason

telling

11

when the

problem

the

away from you and given

composed
meet

Vie see

as

reason

in I"lat"t;hew

t.he primary

quoted

of Christianity,
to

Gospel

being
is

to be the

described

of it.

reflects

all

the

is

comes from having

Jewish-Gentile
It

are

be taken

therefore
which

stand

fruits

'I'hi s reflects

recogniz.ed.
to

God will

must

intent.
of

Jesus

pr-oduc.i.ng the

Chrii3tian

to

which

motive

action.

a nation

is

Throughout

tlfrhe Kingdom of

the

church

functions

else.

any external

to

the

could

sincere
find

wh.i.c h would bear

good fruit.
PBDBLEHS
One of
the

Gospel

problems
the
have

the

motives

Gospel
been

was written.
raised

by the

f

41 Johnson,

in
It

the

to

early'

seems that

several

sources

22: Li-3
op.

cit.,

CHUHCH

behind

was an effort

wh.i.ch had arisen

40lvlatt.

I

obvious

of Matthew

I
I

OF AN BAI~Y

p.

514.

its

the

solve
church

writing

of

some of the
at

the

time

SOIl1eproblems

may

and background

-96"vvhichthe early

Inaterials

church had at its

,_

We recall

wIllG

tile d.i. f ferl" no(~sources

disposal.

'When

we assu..rneto have been

\" h

a.nwriting l'lattheW,we can easily understand "hy there

o

u"ed

"

might be problems develop whel, all these sources are com~he
pared

Sl"de-by-sl" de.

.er

difJ.'

ma~

1U

"

act

that

the

several

sources

did

f

rn

respects in their accou~s

(some differences

of great importance) would illustrate why there would be
difficulty for those who regarded them as important to the
•• of the church.

Ii""

The author of Natthew was writing for

the church and used several sources of different points of
is was probably an attempt to create a unity in
view.

Th

vi ewp 0in:L· The Gospel was written for the church with the
needs of the church constantly in mind.
true

of all

Scott says this is

our" Gospel writers.

They write for the church, and so describe the
~o~
of JesuS as to afford it practical guidance.
Every earnest historian has something like this in
view when he recounts the thingS that happened in a
bygone time. But the idea that the church made the
Gospels, in the sense that they project its present
lnterests iuto a more or lesS fictitious account of
Jesus, is a mere inversion of the ·oruth. It waS the
Gospels "hich made the church. Theil' aim was to carry
it back to what Jesus himself had t~ght, by word
and act, SO that it might be constituted on thiS
42

model and no other.

order to get back to the correct model it ,raS important

In
to write a Gospel which "auld eli~nate
jected

by the

differing

the problems pro-

sources.

---------------------------------------------------------------------42

t,

scot

The purpos~_of The Gospel§., £P. cit_:.,p. 131.

('.f7-

--;

fhe

source

which

-

Matthew

used

almost

in its en-

.Jhi l.e it';f2s _tJrobaOlyused
because

it was

sidered

incomplete,

attempting

so well

to clear

the contemporary
problem
plain

which

rule

would

rnake

original
Matthew
was

was causing

which

to the comment
with

hcve

which

been

other

are problems
Sherman

of Jesus

It seems
that he

~yrian

However,

problem

1~7

only.-?

tClat the Hare an fo r-m of the t.e ach i ng is
of Matthew

attempting

c r-eut.e d in the church
Several

in Matthew.

that he dO(~::3
in Hatt.he w ,

and the tradition
may

in

was a

on divorce.

may well be to the local
evident

created

uncertainty

the teaching

of

One very notable

is given an exception

the exception

the reference
It is quite

which Mark

of our author.

apparently

inconsistent

also been a Dative

up Borne problems

church

in Mark

in the chu~ch yet con-

there may have

'11hi3 is in reference

rather

ucce~ted

:_):cimarily

has been assimilated.

to overcome

due to the record

problems

I'ounc

are dealt with

due to their presentation

Johnson

a problem

which

in hark.

in Matthew
in the earlier

says of the Gos)el:

Hatt.hew qu.i et Ly eliminated
questions and doubts
which Mark's Gospel had too easily raised in the
reader's mind.
~esus' baptism could not be interpreted as a fJign of pe rao na L repentance; Pe t er \'Vas
praised for hailing the BasteI' as Messiah; the miracles took place instantaneously;
the bo dy of J-esus
wa s not stolen lromt;he tomb, and such a4#-tor-yar o se
only because the guards had been bribed.

43Cl-a rxe
k , OD.
44J onnson,
1

Cl"t .,

"t
.2J.2._._~,

p.o. ~O
p.

232

-98By the time Hatthew wa s written there had been opportunity
for much study and speculation concerning the teachings and
activities surrounding the Christian message and account.
Mark's brief account had not dealt with these problems
because the need did not appear at the time of its writing.
The need has risen in the early church and Hatthew wrote
to overcome the problems created.

The Gospel of Hatthew

solved, due to its "philosophy of Christian history," the
most serious intellectual problems of the church in its
day, and it harmonized and unified all the diverse materials
which related to the life and teaching of Jesus.

These

things were accomplished with an Ilintuitive sense for
religious values!! which gives l"Iatthewthe outstanding and
.
. s todaye45
a.mpo
r t an t position it occup r.e

A'S we exannne
.
th·
lS

quality of I"latthewwe can at the same time see some interesting characteristics

of an early church.

By realizing the problems with which Hat t hew is
dealing there also appears evidence that there were some
very great dangers to the church present at the time the
Gospel was written.
Jewish Christianity

A bitter conflict appears between
and those Jews who rejected the gospel.

It is obvious that the church waf:;locked in a bitter struggle with the synagogue.

Judaism had set itself firmly

against Chrir::d;ianity.Kilpatrick gives evidence of this

45Goodspeed,

The Story, op. cit., p. 60.

-99great
Small

He quotes a benediction of Samuel the
46
strug'gle.
at Jamnia in the time of Gamaliel II (approximately

85 A.D.) which condemns
is clear

the Christians

that attendance

so strongly

at the synagogue

that it

was no longer

Possible for them.
For the excommunicate
let there be no hope and the
arrogant government do thoU swiftly uproot in our
days; ,and may the Christians and the hereticS suddenly
uS
be lald low and not be inscribed with the righteo ·47
Blessed art thou, 0 Lord, who humblest the arrogant.
This was obviously

a great danger

Church.

waS needed

A writing

the relationship
rationale

the prevailing
by appealing

danger.
to Jesus

own controversies
these

problems.

Jesus

current

which would

of Christianity

for its existence,

and threat to the early
clearly define
m
to J'udais , offer a

and provide

Our authOr
himself,

with

supplied

this partlY

who had supplied

in his

the Jews the needed answers

There were apparentlY
in Jewish

circles

Some of the basic

beliefs

Matthew

has apologetic

therefore

a shield for

slanders

to

~out

which posed a threat to

concerning

the son of God.

sections

which indicate

answers for the Jews.
The genealogy and the nativity
storl'
'
id d t
~ r tile J'ewl'shattack
. e s Obviously L,re lIlten e
D courJ:ue
.
siah
on Jesus' right to be regarded as the 11es
• ~lattheW
eruphasize

that JesUs

really

rose from t!le grave being

over death

and his enemies.

s
Victorious

I
(

r

46Kilpatrick,

Ql2.

cit,!.,011. VI.

His disciples

did

·-100not; steal
Gospel.

the body
These

and many

IVIatthe1rJ
in order

were presenting

John

community

Matthean

There

accounts

Jones

has written
from

problem

which

of an active
been

for whom

the Gospel

offered

a real

danger

embarrassment

48J.Vlatt.

him ••• ,,48

of the early

of Jesus by John.

was confronted

49

movement.

with the

This movement
church.

the claims

and perhaps

James

he feels that the

to the early

was written

the

is a peculiarly

have prevented

in which

Johannine

in the

by John which

Included

the baptism

1,rfas

to include

addition

of a problem

I'latthevJ
wrote

may have

John

baptism

an article

of importance

or as a forerunner,

interesting

solution

loyal to John

was careful

secondary,

"John would

in explaining

church

the Jews

each of the Gospels

do not record.

was Matthew's

church

John

of Jesus'

Ha tt he an statement,
Here

when

is a most

account

earlier

in

which l'latthewmay have

was a figure

each Gospel

wh i.ch placed

to Christ.

which

ue.e t he movement

the Baptist

At any rate

an account

the

are included

the danger

to the church

to eliminate

to the Christian
written.

emphases

to over-ride

danger

attempting

the Baptist.

other

claims

to the church.

Another
been

for the tomb wa s guarded,

made

11

'I'o those

concerning

a threat. 1150 In each

3: 14

49James L. Jones, ItReferences to John 'I'he Baptist
Gospel
According
to St. l"1atthew.,."
Anglican Irheo10gic~
In The
Review
XLI (1959) 3010
50Ibid.
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lve major sections of Matthew there is an explo.naof the f'
Surely
relationship
between Jesus and John.
t'lon of the
was a problem at this point ~ich waS a characteristic
there
church and which Matthew was attempting to
of the early
overcome.
Other

problems

to which our eyes are drawn as "e

which were the result of conflict
examine Matthew are ~lJ.oqe
_'
Wherever there are different
wi thin t he chu_"-'chl' tself.
e, there will be different points of vieW. The early
peopi
was not exempt from the problem of inner conflict.
chUrch
There were problems about the Christian community then just
.

,c-

ere are today •. flatthew giveS US a glimpse
as th
lems of the church

from "hich he "rote.

of the prob-

APparently

one of

e most urgent problems w"'" Ghat of t.he conduct of Jewish
th
Chri st .
I
lVI
th51
.
-a
lans.
The story of the Coin in the Fish s .ou
seems
T~

to reflect

by Jewish

be within
were

the question

Christians

the Jewish

asked

important

of the payment

who no longer

community·

concerning
in the st;c-o_ge

a later

problem.

addition

TwO opposing

52

felt tnemselves

'rhe question

to

the disciples

such payment is hardly likely to be
of church life represeuted by the
It is even lesS likelY to occur

earl y chapters of ActS.
during the lifetime of Jesus.
beiug

of the Temple

The sMry

for the benefit
points

is suspected

of

of solviug a church

of view were apparentlY

----------------------------------------------------------------5

8
• R. Dodd, The Gosuels As Ristor : A Rec~
'rhe nanchester university Press, 195 ), p. 17·

2C
(hanchester:

-102maintained
Mosaic

within

Law.

The Gospel

sent the view
Jesus

but

the church

that

rather

In Jesus'

completed

teachings

t he view

J·esus never

uses

the sayings

or carried

adopted

by the Church

of those

fact

the early

church

vmy

and in so doing

as a whc le , although

solved

The real

of the author's

the church,

as a new budy of

did think

This was Matthew's

within

be-

of 1'.'10ses.53
'I'heimportant

of the church.
danger

This new

This gradually

of his teachings

the place

by

to its fulfillment.

all Christians.

laws--taking

in this

of the

of Jesus to pre-

was to be found a new law.

thought

is that

obedience

the old Law had not been destroyed

law was "binding upon
came

concerning

of Jesus'

teachings

the gre~d:;inner conflict
purpose

at this point.

day was Pharisaic

and to this he devoted

scribalism

the brunt

of his

attack.
Bacon
heresy

feels

that the long struggle
already.54

was beginning

This is the reason

old Law

is referred

to and the Jewish

vailing

at points.

There

teaching
church

by which
aright

Charybdis

Matthew

between

the

of Hellenistic

most

adequate

view

which

explanation

Scylla

54Bacon,

Studies

in the Gospel.

55Ibid.,

p. 348.

of Jesus,

In Natthew,

OPe

the

and the

This gives a

for the differing

The Teachings

in Jesus'

to direct

of Pharisaism

libertinism.1155

that the

is so pre-

development

is endeavoring

we see represented

53Branscomb,

element

is a special

11

aiz;ainstGnostiC

points

of

There are
OPe

cit •.
, p. 64.

cit., p. 47·

-103conflicts

within

far removed

the church which can create characteristics

from the thrust

1"latthev.J
is attempting
his attempt,

of the Christian

to solve this coming menace

can see the dilemma

V.Je

message.
and through

of that early church

even today.
'I'he problems
revealed

in Natthew

early

church

Scott

is convinced

cause

of basic

of an early church which vve feel are
also reflect

some basic needs which the

must have had at the time the Gospel was \'i'ri
tten.
that each of the Gospels wetS; written be-

needs within

the early church.

'The Gospels were intended for the church, and what>
ever may have been their purpose it must have had
some close relation to the needs of the Christian
society in the later part of the first century.3b
Several
which

verses

reflect

have areal

very emphatic

tone of harshness.

need in the early
cerning

personal

phrase,

IIFor many

church
conduct.

Hontefiore,

are called,

eyes, how luxuriant

he ventured

to assert

be so few.1158
the church
the demands

for a spiritual

56Scott,

challenge

commenting

con-

on the

but few are chosen,1I57 remarks,
of the church have been in
the growth of the tares,

if

that the just and the chosen should

'l'he re seems

of Jesus.

rrhere must have been

for SOlliegenuine

lIHow great must the curruption
Natthew's

words from Jesus

to have been a genuine need in
awakening

This Gospel

11:hePurpose

of

'1:[18

and realization
reflects

of

a time of

Go ap eLs , o'p. cit.,

p. 121.

57JVlatt.22: 14

5°°JVlontefiore, IJlheSynoot;ic Gospels,

.2.l?.!;.

cit., p. 290.
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and moral

"gr-own cold.

tf

relaxation.

The love of many has

l'latthevr
f eeI.s t.he
re is a lack of llgood

wo rk s 11 and he viTi tes in an attempt

for all the world.59

to set an example
of strict

church

was apparently
conduct

reflected
older

also havs been

the Gospel.

materials

Roman

vival.
would

may

of individuals

have been

by this Gospel.
genuinely

vdthin

officials

There

Chris-tian

need which

perish

may
"-b
_
oe

a part

together.

al teredo

'I'h i e may be an em-

. nc e ,60
orn a f' e xpe r-a.e

of the life

of early

Natthe-v-Vmay be picturing
overcome

Among

many

for us regarding
several

the Gospel
problems

came.

the early

Studies

and Jews

did become

at various

points.

church to

love and reconciliation.

the Gospel

confronted

church

ordeals

for the early

church,

As we realize

of the early
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Christians

which

of sur-

zeal for reconciliation

by Christian

scenes

pr-ob Lerns which

the condition

Terrible

a need

such a problem

Hak i.ng friends

that both Christians

hatthew's

is

the fact that in Matthew

may have become

was a danger

There

the church.

an external

Consider

church

We see the method

on the Lmpo r t anc e of reconciliation.

phasis
with

in

approved

a real need for more

on the part
There

many

discipline

the

to inspire

of Hat.t.hew

pictures

we can see very clearly
the church

out of which

the life, thought,

reflected

Ln Matthew,

6~rAennar d , Ope Cl:t ., p. 246 •

and

in this Gospel,

cp. cit., p. 750

-105we can get a view

of the way our fore-runners

to maintain

survival..

Matthean

their

picture

churchrnanship.

might

well

An examination

were able
of this

give real insight

for modern

CONCLUSION
The Gospel

of lvlatthewhas many areas worthy

tensified

study within

mentioned

in this

tion.

Gospel
tells

us something
of view

have been

in the day when

to give

of an early

historical

the church must

sketch

has been given

later mentioned

This background

has placed

the Gospel

the bulk
1t was

of evidence

purposes

which
Matthew

has been

clearly

developed.

as being
with

authorship.

was probably

not necessarily

written

in Antioch,

for

the church.

often

accused

'I'h.i
s problem

observed

in focus

to apostolic

that the Gospel
though

and/or

of the first century

opposed

wo u l.d strength

Jevvish in outlook.
been

being

our conclusion

somewhe r e in Syria,

the turn

in

for the individual

wh i.ch were

near

was and wha t

the Gospelv-Jas written.

an ade quat e background

sometime

in the

church wh.ich

the church

of the leaders within

has now

is contained

characteristics

written

,I

of this thesis

ab ouf just what

the point

descrip-

study aLorig this line

is t hat there

of rlatt.hew a description

order

{

of an early church

the point

'I'natpoint

The over-all

I

of these areas have been

for further

However,

reached.

Many

construction

111hepossibilities

are unlimited.
been

it.

of in-

of being

was examined

that Jewish
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elements

severely

and it has

are present.

-107But they
had

seem to reflect

strong

other

Jewish

hand

message

an early

tendencies

a Jewish

Gospel.

in it.

found
serves

serious

consideration

ever,

to indicate

than

another.
which

reflec.t both

a

for Gentiles

infLuence

which

de-

in the study of Matthew.

more

a deliberate

The Gospel

of a record

attempt

is written

Gospel,

how-

of ecclesiastical

to support

from sources

the past and the present

'I'he
r-e f or-e one would

of its time.

concern

w i t h the JevJishness of t.he

this

thinking

is a real

is a Hellenistic

Contrasting
seems

of the Christian

some have called Matthew

There

There

the perversion

sect.

At the same time
universal

could have

on the one hand yet on the

could not tolerate

into

church which

one side or
and ideas

in the church

expe ct to find these

two elements.
It has been my opinion
possibly

gives

its own day.
seem

tected

thought

of early

had

worship,

church

Problems

discipline,

leaders

with which

of the account s and particular
presents.

life of

and methods

It is speculated

to deal have been mentioned.

Ha t tihew uniquely

of Hat.t.hew

of the early church

in the writing.

in the writing.

obviously

picture

Organization,

to be reflected

the current

some

a clear

that the Gospel

points

that

is to be dethe early church
This justifies
of view which

-108It has not been my desire
riding

purpose

If in anyvmy'
of Jesus'

of the Gospel

Matthew's

lost than '3ained.

in the context

1"1
atthew

is unique; in many way s ,

of Jesus which

better

also.

the church
encountered
encounter

I

I

when it is con-

envirorunent.

If this unique element

is presented

can be

wa s very much alive at the time l'Ia
t t.hew

'[lheover-all
is very limited.
in serious

inforwation

we have con cer-m.ng

Yet each time Hatthei<Jis

study there l[lightcome from t.h..
..
t

not only significant

but also important

that

there is a good possibility

that the ministry

'i'h
e church

then much

But it is possible

of the author's

understood,

understood

in the Gospel,

may be better understood

sidered

was written.

Jesus Christ.

this study has taken away f roin the importance

message

can be better

I

to present

mi.nistry as presented

more hac; been

to cover up the over-

reflections

insights

to Jesus' message

of the early churcho
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